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Abstract. The a posteriori error estimate and greedy algorithms play cen-
tral roles in the reduced basis method (RBM). In [73, 74, 76], several ver-
sions of RBMs based on exact error certifications and greedy algorithms with
spatio-parameter adaptivities are developed. In this paper, with the para-
metric symmetric coercive elliptic boundary value problem as an example of
the primal-dual variational problems satisfying the strong duality, we develop
primal-dual reduced basis methods (PD-RBM) with robust true error certifi-
cations and discuss three versions of greedy algorithms to balance the finite
element error, the exact reduced basis error, and the adaptive mesh refine-
ments.

For a class of convex minimization variational problems which has cor-
responding dual problems satisfying the strong duality, the primal-dual gap
between the primal and dual functionals can be used as a posteriori error es-
timator. This primal-dual gap error estimator is robust with respect to the
parameters of the problem, and it can be used for both mesh refinements of
finite element methods and the true RB error certification.

With the help of integrations by parts formula, the primal-dual varia-
tional theory is developed for the symmetric coercive elliptic boundary value
problems with non-homogeneous boundary conditions by both the conjugate
function and Lagrangian theories. A generalized Prager-Synge identity, which
is the primal-dual gap error representation for this specific problem, is de-
veloped. RBMs for both the primal and dual problems with robust error
estimates are developed. The dual variational problem often can be viewed
as a constraint optimization problem. In the paper, different from the stan-
dard saddle-point finite element approximation, the dual RBM is treated as
a Galerkin projection by constructing RB spaces satisfying the homogeneous
constraint.

Inspired by the greedy algorithm with spatio-parameter adaptivity of [76],
adaptive balanced greedy algorithms with primal-dual finite element and re-
duced basis error estimators are discussed. Numerical tests are presented to
test the PD-RBM with adaptive balanced greedy algorithms.

Key words. reduced basis method, greedy algorithm, primal-dual variational problems, primal-
dual gap estimator, robust true error certification

1 Introduction The reduced basis method (RBM) is a very accurate and
efficient method for solving parameterized problems many times for different pa-
rameter values within a given parametric domain, see review articles and books
[49, 64, 58, 57, 43, 53, 41, 13]. The a posteriori error estimate and greedy algo-
rithms play central roles in RBM. In pioneering papers of Yano [73, 74, 76], several
versions of RBMs based on exact error certifications and greedy algorithms with
spatio-parameter adaptivities are developed. In this paper, with the parametric sym-
metric coercive elliptic boundary value problem as an example of the problems in the
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primal-dual variational framework, we develop primal-dual reduced basis methods
(PD-RBM) with robust true error certifications and discuss three versions of greedy
algorithms to balance the finite element (FE) error, the exact RB error, and the
adaptive mesh refinements.

In this introduction, we first present some concerns of the residual type of error
estimator and greedy algorithms of the classic RBM as our motivations. Then we
discuss PD-RBM and adaptive balanced greedy algorithms to be presented in the
paper.

1.1 Motivations from concerns about the residual error estimator and
classic greedy algorithms Traditionally, the residual type of error estimator is used
in RBM. As it is known to many researchers [73, 74, 76, 54, 3], several concerns are
known about the residual type of error estimator and classic greedy algorithms: (1)
The RB error and the FE error tolerances are often unbalanced. It is often assumed
that the FE solution is very accurate and can be viewed as a ”truth” solution, then
the RB basis is built to make the difference between the RB and FE solutions (mea-
sured by the residual error estimator) to be less than some tolerance. In practice,
such assumption that the FE error is very small is often questionable, and the FE
error and the error between RB and FE solutions should be balanced in the greedy
algorithm. (2) The RB snapshots are often computed on non-optimal meshes. In
RBM, in order to compute the inner products of different RB snapshots, we prefer
that all RB snapshots are computed in the same mesh. (Although we can compute
them in different meshes and use some grid transfer operators to compute their inner
products. But these grid transfer operators are non-trivial for complicated meshes.)
For many challenging problems, different parameters need different locally refined
meshes. If the computational resource is not unlimited, can we construct a common
mesh which is good for all parameters in the domain?

Besides the above two concerns, the parametric robustness of RBM are rarely
discussed. For PDEs depending on parameters/coefficients, it is often very important
to get the so-called robust error estimates, which means there should be no unknown
generic constant depending on parameters/coefficients appearing in a priori or a pos-
teriori error estimates, see a series of papers on robust a priori and a posteriori finite
element estimates [14, 68, 70, 69, 66, 55, 26, 27, 28, 24, 22, 23]. A non-robust result
under or over estimates the error. For parameter-dependent problems, such under
or over estimates can lead to inaccurate results and computational resources wasted.
Thus, we have two extra concerns.

(3) The error is often not measured in the parameter-dependent intrinsic energy
norm, and is not robust, thus with a possible big gap between the estimated error
and actual error. It is shown in Propositions 2.26 and 2.28 of [41] that the ratio
of the residual RB error estimator and the true RB error is bounded by the ratio
(or the square root of the ratio) of the continuity constant and stability (inf-sup or
coercivity) constant. Take the parametric diffusion problem (also called the thermal
block problem in RBM literature, see Section 6.1 for a detailed description) with
the diffusion coefficient A = α(x;µ)I, α(x;µ) > 0, and the homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary condition u = 0 on ∂Ω as an example. Choose the norm to be the standard
H1

0 (Ω) norm, ‖∇v‖0 (‖ · ‖0 is the L2-norm). For a given parameter µ, the coercivity
constant is minx∈Ω{α(x;µ)} and the continuity constant is maxx∈Ω{α(x;µ)}. Thus,
the possible ratio of the residual RB error estimator and the true RB error can be
quite big if the genetic H1

0 -norm is used. Similar results are also true for a priori error
estimates of RBM, see Prop. 2.19 of [41]. On the other hand, if we choose the norm
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to be the intrinsic energy norm, ‖A1/2∇v‖0, the continuity and coercivity constants
of the bilinear form are both one. If the RB error is measured in the intrinsic energy
norm, we can have robust a priori and a posteriori error estimates with the ratio being
one. Some earlier discussion on using energy norm can also be found in [73, 76].

(4) The role of the lower bound of coercivity constant is often limited for many
cases. The discrete stability constant usually appears in the RB residual error estima-
tor. If no other means are available, one may use the Successive Constraint Method
(SCM) [46, 76] to estimate it. But as shown in the diffusion equation example, even
if the computation of the constant is exact, the quality of the a priori and a posteri-
ori error estimates depends on the ratio of the continuity constant and the stability
constant. From the linear algebra viewpoint, the discrete stability constant and the
discrete continuity constant are the smallest and largest generalized singular values of
the matrix associated with the bilinear form, respectively. Thus, even if we pay some
non-trivial expense to compute the discrete stability constant very accurately, it still
can over-estimate the error if we measure the error in parameter-independent genetic
norms. On the other hand, the parametric energy norm uses all the information of
the bilinear form and its associated matrix.

For the classic residual type of error estimator of RBM, a parametric dependent
norm cannot be used due to the breakdown of the offline-online decomposition. With
points (3) and (4), to reduce the effect of non-robustness, we should use an energy
norm with a fixed parameter instead of using a genetic norm, as suggested in page
A2869 of [54]. This will improve the ratio between the residual estimator and the RB
error to the parameter variation (or the square root of it).

1.2 Methods of the paper Having above concerns in mind, it is important to
seek alternative error estimators. Classical greedy algorithms should also be modified
to balance the RB error, the FE error, and adaptive mesh refinements with the help
of the new error estimator. For the adaptive FEM, a posteriori error estimators also
play the central role. Beside the residual type error estimator, many other types error
estimators are studied in adaptive FEMs, see [1, 72]. One of them is the primal-dual
gap error estimator.

Many mathematical, physical, and economical important problems can be viewed
as minimizations of a primal energy functional, like the reaction-diffusion equation,
the diffusion equation, the linear elasticity problem, elliptic obstacle problems, the
nonlinear Laplacian problem, contact problems in mechanics, the Monge-Kantorovich
problem, and others, see [37, 77, 50, 42]. For many of these important problems, a pair
of primal-dual variational problems satisfying the strong duality can be constructed
by either the convex conjugate theory or the saddle-point Lagrangian theory. For
approximations of the primal and dual problems, the primal-dual gap between the
primal and dual functionals at their respective approximations is a guaranteed error
bound. In FEMs, the primal-dual variational framework is used to construct robust
a posteriori error estimator for various problems with very good properties, see [20,
28, 38, 22, 23, 42, 61, 60, 50, 18, 19].

In this paper, we first discuss the primal and dual problems and a posteriori error
estimate in an abstract setting, then two approaches are presented to construct primal
and dual variational problems. We then discuss a class of symmetric coercive linear
elliptic mixed boundary value problem and develop the primal and dual problems and
error relations by the two version of theories. Our contribution on the primal-dual
theory of the elliptic problem are three-fold: instead of using the adjoint operator
which is hard to define for non-homogeneous boundary problem, with the help of
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integration by parts formula and the formal adjoint operator, the dual problem and
its constraint set can be stated straightforwardly; second, we present both the convex
conjugate function and the Lagrangian approaches to develop the dual problems;
third, we explain how the Lagrangian is constructed by known relations between the
primal and dual variable. A generalized Prager-Synge identity, which is the primal-
dual gap error representation for the symmetric coercive linear elliptic boundary value
problem, is developed.

In the pioneering paper of Yano [73], important ideas like a posteriori error esti-
mate for RBM based on the primal-dual gap, the exact error certification based on the
energy norm are proposed. Following the ideas of [73], with the symmetric coercive
elliptic mixed boundary value problem as an example of the primal-dual variational
problems satisfying the strong duality, we propose primal-dual methods with primal-
dual gap error estimators used for both FEMs and RBMs. In the FE context, the
primal-dual gap error estimator is reliable, efficient, and robust with respect to the
parameters, and can be used to drive the adaptive mesh refinements. When applied
to the RBM, unlike the residual error estimator, the primal-dual gap error estimator
measures the true error in the robust parameter-dependent energy norm, not some
”truth” FE-RB error in non-robust parameter-independent generic norm, and there
is no need to compute the stability constant. Thus, the primal-dual gap a posteriori
error estimator can overcome the concerns of the standard residual type error esti-
mator for this class of primal-dual variational problems. Although, we only discuss
PD-RBM for a linear problem for simplicity, with the help of more advanced tools
like the empirical interpolation method [40], the methods here can be generalized to
more complicated problems in the primal-dual variational framework.

In the primal-dual variational framework, the dual variational problem is often a
constraint optimization problem. A constraint, which is also called the dual-feasibility
condition, needs to be enforced. In [73], the dual RB basis functions are locally
constructed, and the dual RB problem is also solved as a constraint optimization
problem (a saddle point problem) to enforce the dual-feasibility condition. In [74, 76],
a minimal-residual mixed method and a modified version with a problem dependent
coefficient (both are based on least-squares variational principles) are proposed. As
a least-squares method, which is based on an artificial energy functional, the method
in [74] avoids the exact dual-feasibility condition and can be applied to problems
beyond the primal-dual variational setting. In [76], in a modified version, a problem-
dependent weight 1/δ is incorporated into the least-squares functional to control and
penalize the violation of the dual-feasibility condition.

In this paper, we present a systematic version of the PD-RBM with robust a
priori and a posteriori error estimates. In the PD-RBM developed in the paper, we
construct the RB basis for both the primal and dual problems by solving global FE
problems to ensure the good quality of the RB basis. A unified best approximation
property and a posteriori error estimates of FEMs and RBMs of the primal, dual, and
the primal-dual combined problems are shown. Especially, we show in a comparison
result that measured in energy norms, the FE solution is always better than or as
good as its corresponding RB solution for the same parameter. This comparison result
can guide the choice of RB stopping criteria. Different from [73], for the dual RBM,
instead of solving a constraint optimization problem, using the technique similar to
the treatment of the non-homogenous essential condition, the problem is transformed
into a weighted Galerkin projection problem in the space with a homogeneous dual-
feasibility condition. Thus, both the primal and dual RBMs are treated in the same
classic RBM framework. The treatment of the constraint in the dual RBM also opens
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doors for simple treatments of RBMs for other problems with constraints. Compared
to [76], since the dual-feasibility condition is enforced exactly in our dual RBM, the
method developed in the paper can be viewed as an optimal case of choosing the
weight δ = 0 in [76].

Even though the idea of the primal-dual gap error estimator is widely used in
the adaptive FEM community, we need to point out some important differences when
applying it to the RBM. For the primal-dual gap a posteriori error estimator for FEMs,
where the goal is to estimate the error for the primal problem, an approximation of
the dual solution is often only solved locally to reduce the computational cost, see
[20, 28, 2]. Sometimes, the dual variable is even constructed purely explicitly to
ensure the process is computationally cheap, see [20]. For a parameter-dependent
problem, simple explicit construction may lead to the bound to be non-robust, that
is, although it is a guaranteed upper bound, but the bound can be too big, see the
example presented in [71]. Thus, even for local constructions of the dual variables
for FE a posteriori error estimates, we pointed out that a local optimization problem
is necessary to ensure the error estimator is robust with respect to the parameter,
see [28]. For the case of RBM, the scenario is different. Not only used in the FE
error estimator, the RB dual solutions are also going to be used to compute the RB
primal-dual gap error estimator. To ensure the primal-dual gap and the related RB
primal-dual gap error estimator are tight and efficient, we propose to compute the
RB snapshots of the dual problems globally in full instead of computing them locally.
This will cost a little more in the offline stage, but this can guarantee the primal and
the dual FE approximations are of the same order of accuracy. The good quality of
the dual RB basis functions is important to get a good dual RB approximation and a
tight error bound. It is also crucial to guarantee the optimal a priori error estimates
and the comparison results in Theorem 5.7. Computing both the primal and dual
unknowns accurately is very common in the least-squares approach, both in the FEM
[15] and in the RBM [74, 76].

For the greedy procedures, there are several existing improvements of the standard
algorithms with adaptive FE computations. In [74, 76], spatio-parameter adaptive
greedy algorithms are proposed. Other approaches combining RBM and adaptive
FEM can be found in [54, 67, 3]. Inspired by the greedy algorithm with spatio-
parameter adaptivity by [76], we discuss three versions of balanced adaptive greedy
algorithms to balance the FE error, the exact RB error, and the adaptive mesh re-
finements. The first algorithm is for a fixed mesh but an adaptive RB tolerance.
The purpose of this algorithm is to develop a stopping criteria for the RB greedy
algorithm: the RB set quality is determined by the worst FE approximation in the
parameter set. The second algorithm, assuming unlimited computational resources,
is developed with a fixed RB tolerance but a common adaptive mesh, which is the
spatio-parameter adaptivity algorithm by [76] in our context. Assuming a limited
computational resource, the third algorithm tries to generate a balanced mesh for
the whole RB parameter set under a limited number of DOFs with bi-adaptivities:
the RB tolerance adaptivity and the mesh adaptivity. When generating the mesh
in the third algorithm, an error estimator which estimates the total error for all RB
snapshots is used to drive the mesh refinement to ensure the final common mesh is
balanced for the whole snapshot parameters.

1.3 Layout of the paper The layout of the paper is as follows. In Section
2, we first discuss the primal and dual problems and a posteriori error estimate in
an abstract setting, then two approaches are presented to construct primal and dual
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variational problems. In Section 3, we discuss a class of symmetric coercive linear
elliptic mixed boundary value problem and develop its primal and dual problems
by two versions of theories and a generalized Prager-Synge identity. FEMs and PD-
RBMs for the linear elliptic boundary value problem are discussed in Sections 4 and 5,
respectively. In Section 6, we first present several examples of the symmetric coercive
linear elliptic boundary value problem, then we discuss examples beyond the linear
elliptic boundary value problems. In Section 7, we present three adaptive balanced
greedy algorithms. Using the diffusion equation with discontinuous coefficient on an
L-shape domain as an example, numerical experiments performed to test the PD-
RBM and three adaptive balanced greedy algorithms are presented in Section 7. In
Section 8, we make some concluding remarks and discuss some future plans.

2 Primal-Dual Variational Principles For a class of convex minimization
problems having a corresponding dual problem satisfying the strong duality, such as
the diffusion equation, the reaction-diffusion problem, the linear elasticity problem,
the obstacle problem, the p-Laplacian problem, and others, the primal-dual variational
principle provides a framework for a posteriori error estimation, see the books of
Ekeland and Temam [37], Zeidler [77], Neittaanmki and Repin [50], and Han [42].
In this section, we first discuss the primal and dual problems and a posteriori error
estimate in an abstract setting, then we present two approaches to construct primal
and dual variational problems.

2.1 Abstract primal and dual problems and a posteriori error estimate
First, we describe the basic idea of deriving the a posteriori error estimate using
the primal-dual framework (p.57 of [42]). Let Jp be a given functional (the primal
functional or the primal energy functional) on a non-empty set K. For a minimization
problem (the primal problem):

(2.1) Find u ∈ K : Jp(u) = inf
v∈K

Jp(v),

we wish to construct a functional Jd (the dual functional or the complementary energy
functional) on a non-empty set M , and a related maximization problem (the dual
problem):

(2.2) Find σ ∈M : Jd(σ) = sup
τ∈M

Jd(τ).

We assume that the following equality for the optimizers holds:

(2.3) (strong duality) Jp(u) = Jd(σ).

Also, we expect some extremal relations hold for the optimizers u and σ.
Let û ∈ K and σ̂ ∈M , define the primal and dual energy differences, respectively,

(2.4) EDp(u, û) = Jp(û)− Jp(u) and EDd(σ, σ̂) = Jd(σ)− Jd(σ̂).

It is easy to check that both the energy differences are non-negative. We have the
following simple and elegant result.

Proposition 2.1. Suppose that (2.3) is true, then for any û ∈ K and σ̂ ∈ M ,
we have

(combined error identity) EDp(u, û) + EDd(σ, σ̂) = Jp(û)− Jd(σ̂),(2.5)

0 ≤ EDp(u, û) ≤ Jp(û)− Jd(σ̂), and 0 ≤ EDd(σ, σ̂) ≤ Jp(û)− Jd(σ̂).(2.6)
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Proof. The relation (2.5) follows from the fact Jp(u) = Jd(σ). The bounds in (2.6)
are then obtained by the fact that both energy differences are non-negative.

When û ∈ K is a (numerical) approximation of u and σ̂ ∈ M is a (numerical)
approximation of σ, the primal-dual gap Jp(û) − Jd(σ̂) can be used as a guaranteed
upper bound for both energy differences. If we view the primal-dual problem as one
combined problem, then (2.5) shows that Jp(û)−Jd(σ̂) is precisely the combined energy
difference. The following a posteriori error estimator for the primal-dual problem then
can be defined:

(2.7) (primal-dual gap estimator) ξ = Jp(û)− Jd(σ̂).

Suppose there is an underlying computational mesh T . On each element T ∈ T ,
carefully defining the primal and dual functionals’ restriction on T , we can construct
the following local error indicator to drive the mesh refinement algorithm:

ξT = Jp(û)|T − Jd(σ̂)|T , ξT ≥ 0, ∀T ∈ T , s.t. ξ =
∑
T∈T

ξT .(2.8)

For the quadratic functionals, the square roots of ξ and ξT are often used as the global
error estimator and the local indicator, respectively.

2.2 Two approaches to construct primal and dual problems In the
above abstract framework, it is assumed that the primal problem (2.1) and the dual
problem (2.2) can be constructed such that the strong duality (2.3) is true. In this
subsection, we present two simplified versions of the duality theory such that the
construction is possible. One is the conjugate convex function theory and the other is
the Lagrangian/saddle-point theory. More general versions and proofs can be found
in [37, 77, 42, 50, 6].

2.2.1 Primal-dual variational theory via conjugate convex function
We start from some definitions from convex analysis, see [62, 37, 77, 7, 63, 50, 42].
Let X be a reflexive Banach space (for example, a Hilbert space or an Lp spaces for
1 < p < ∞). Let R = R ∪ {±∞} be the set of the extended real number. For a
convex functional f , define its effective domain dom(f) = {x ∈ X : f(x) < ∞} and
its epigraph epi(f) = {(x, a) ∈ X × R : f(x) ≤ a}. The functional f is proper if
dom(f) 6= ∅ and f(x) > −∞ for all x ∈ X. f is called lower semicontinuous (l.s.c) if
its epigraph is a closed set. We use the notation Γ0(X) to denote the set of all proper,
convex, l.s.c functionals on X. Define the conjugate functional (also known as the
polar function, the LegendreFenchel transformation, or the Fenchel transformation,
see [63, 7, 62]) of f as

(2.9) f∗(x∗) = sup
x∈dom(f)

[〈x∗, x〉X∗,X − f(x)], ∀x∗ ∈ X∗.

Let Y and Q be two reflexive Banach spaces, and Y ∗ and Q∗ are their dual spaces.
Assume that Λ ∈ L(Y,Q) is a linear continuous operator from Y to Q and Λ∗ ∈
L(Q∗, Y ∗) is its adjoint operator,

(2.10) 〈Λ∗q∗, v〉Y ∗,Y = 〈q∗,Λv〉Q∗,Q, ∀v ∈ Y, q∗ ∈ Q∗.

In general, we can discuss the primal problem with respect to the primal functional
φ(v,Λv), where φ maps Y × Q → R and its corresponding dual problems, see [37].
Here, only a special case where φ is of a separated form is considered,

φ(v, q) = F (v) +G(q), ∀v ∈ Y, q ∈ Q.
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The conjugate functional of φ is (see [37, 7, 42])

φ∗(v∗, q∗) = F ∗(v∗) +G∗(q∗), ∀v∗ ∈ Y ∗, q∗ ∈ Q∗,

where F ∗ and G∗ are the respective conjugate functionals of F and G. Then we have
the following pair of primal and dual problems, see [37, 7, 42]:

(Primal) Find u ∈ Y : Jp(u) = inf
v∈Y

Jp(v), Jp(v) = F (v) +G(Λv),(2.11)

(Dual) Find σ ∈ Q∗ : Jd(σ) = sup
τ∈Q∗

Jd(τ), Jd(τ) = −F ∗(Λ∗τ)−G∗(−τ).(2.12)

For the problems (2.11) and (2.12), we have the following theorem, see Theorem 2.39
of [42], Theorem 2.1 of [61], and [37].

Theorem 2.2. Assume: 1. Y and Q be two reflexive Banach spaces; Λ ∈ L(Y,Q).
2. F ∈ Γ0(Y ) and G ∈ Γ0(Y ). 3. There exists u0 ∈ Y , s.t. F is finite at u0 and G
is continuous and finite at Λu0. 4. (Coercivity) F (v) + G(Λv) → +∞ as ‖v‖ → ∞.
Then (2.11) has a minimizer u ∈ Y and (2.12) has a maximizer σ ∈ Q∗, such that
the strong duality (2.3) is true, and the following extremal relations hold

F (u) + F ∗(Λ∗σ)− 〈Λ∗σ, u〉Y ∗,Y = 0,(2.13)

G(Λu) +G∗(−σ) + 〈σ,Λu〉Q∗,Q = 0.(2.14)

2.2.2 Primal-dual variational theory via Lagrangian/saddle-point the-
ory For two nonempty sets K and M , introduce a bivariate function L : K×M → R.
A point (u, σ) ∈ K ×M is said to be a saddle-point of the Lagrangian L, if

sup
τ∈M
L(u, τ) = L(u, σ) = inf

v∈K
L(v, σ).

We assume the following conditions hold. (C1) Let Y and Z be two reflexive Banach
spaces, and K ⊂ Y , M ⊂ Z are convex, closed, and nonempty sets; (C2) The function
L is a continuous function that is concave-convex, i.e., L(v, τ) is concave on v for a
fixed τ ∈M and L(v, τ) is convex on τ for a fixed v ∈ K; (C3) K is bounded or there
exists a τ0 ∈ M such that L(v, τ0) → ∞ as ‖v‖ → ∞ in K; (C3*) M is bounded or
there exists a v0 ∈ K such that L(v0, τ)→∞ as ‖τ‖ → ∞ in M .

The existence of the saddle-point is guaranteed by the von Neumann’s minimax
theorem (Theorem 49.A of [77]): L has a saddle-point (u, σ) ∈ K ×M if assumptions
(C1)-(C3) and (C3*) are true.

Now define the primal and dual problems via the Lagrangian L:

(Primal) Find u ∈ K : Jp(u) = inf
v∈K

Jp(v), Jp(v) = sup
τ∈M
L(v, τ),(2.15)

(Dual) Find σ ∈M : Jd(σ) = sup
τ∈M

Jd(τ), Jd(τ) = inf
v∈K
L(v, τ).(2.16)

We have the following Theorem (Theorem 49.B of [77]) to connect the saddle-point
and solutions of the primal and dual problems.

Theorem 2.3. The following two statements are equivalent: (i) (u, σ) is a saddle-
point of L(v, τ) on K ×M . (ii) u is a solution of (2.15), σ is a solution of (2.16),
and

Jp(u) = L(u, σ) = Jd(σ).
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The problem of finding the critical point (u, σ) (the saddle-point) of L is the so called
mixed method, see [16, 4]. The two primal-dual variational theories are closely related
by introducing a Lagrangian for the primal problem (2.11), see [37, 50]:

(2.17) L(v, τ) = 〈τ,Λv〉Q∗,Q −G∗(τ)− F (v).

More details about the saddle-point theory can be found in Chapters 49-53 of [77],
Chapter VI of [37], Section 7.16 of [34], and Section 5.4 of [50].

3 Symmetric Coercive Linear Elliptic Mixed Boundary Value Prob-
lems In this section, we discuss a class of symmetric coercive linear elliptic mixed
boundary value problems and develop the primal and dual problems and error rela-
tions by the two version of theories.

The discussion of this problem and other individual problems can also be found in
[50, 37, 77]. Our contribution on this problem are three-fold: first, instead of using the
adjoint operator Λ∗ which is hard to define for non-homogeneous boundary problem
(in [37], most problems are of homogeneous boundary conditions; in [50], all the
problems are defined with Λ∗ which has no explicit definition for a concrete problem
with non-homogeneous mixed boundary conditions), with the help of integration by
parts formula and a formal adjoint operator Λt, the dual problem and its constraint
set can be stated straightforwardly; second, we present both the convex conjugate
function and Lagrangian approaches to develop the dual problems; third, we explain
how the Lagrangian is constructed by the known relations between the primal and
dual variables (3.20). A generalized Prager-Synge identity, which is the primal-dual
gap error representation for the symmetric coercive linear elliptic boundary value
problem, is developed.

Let Ω be a bounded polyhedral domain in Rd (d = 2 or 3) with Lipschitz boundary.
We use the notation (·, ·) to denote the inner product in L2 space on the domain Ω and
‖·‖0 to denote the L2-norm. We do not specify the dimension of L2 space, L2(Ω) can be
L2(Ω)n, for some positive integer n. Let V be a Hilbert space compactly embedded in
L2(Ω) and Λ ∈ L(V,L2(Ω)). We assume that A is a self-adjoint (symmetric) operator
on L2(Ω). Let Λt be the formal adjoint for Λ for smooth enough functions. Note that
the definition of Λt is different from Λ∗ in (2.10) since Λ∗ may depend on boundary
conditions. Define the space Σ as

Σ = {τ ∈ L2(Ω) : Λtτ ∈ L2(Ω)}.

Define two trace operators tr0(v) on ∂Ω for v ∈ V and tr1(τ) on ∂Ω for τ ∈ Σ, such
that the following integrations by parts formula (Green’s theorem) holds,

(3.1) (τ,Λv)Ω − (Λtτ, v)Ω = (tr1(τ), tr0(v))∂Ω, ∀(v, τ) ∈ V × Σ.

Let the boundary ∂Ω = ΓD ∪ ΓN with ΓD ∩ ΓN = ∅. We assume meas(ΓD) 6= 0.
Define the following subspaces:

V0 := {v ∈ V : tr0(v) = 0 on ΓD},(3.2)

Σ0 := {τ ∈ Σ : tr1(τ) = 0 on ΓN}, and Σ00 = {τ ∈ Σ0 : Λtτ = 0}.(3.3)

We also assume that c1‖v‖20 ≤ (Av, v) ≤ c2‖v‖20 and ‖Λv‖0 ≥ c3‖v‖0 for v ∈ V0 with
positive constants c1, c2, and c3. Thus we can define the following two norms for
v ∈ V0 and τ ∈ L2(Ω) (of which Σ is a subset), respectively:

(3.4) |||v||| =
√

(AΛv,Λv) and []τ [] =
√

(A−1τ, τ) where A−1 is the inverse of A.
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We also assume the following inf-sup condition holds for some β > 0:

(3.5) sup
τ∈Σ

(Λtτ, v)

‖τ‖0 + ‖Λtτ‖0
≥ β‖v‖0, ∀v ∈ L2(Ω).

Consider the symmetric coercive linear elliptic mixed boundary value prob-
lem:

(3.6)

{
Λt(AΛu) = f in Ω,

tr0(u) = gD on ΓD and − tr1(AΛu) = gN on ΓN .

Here, we assume f , gD, and gN are L2-functions.

3.1 Primal and dual problems Let ug ∈ V be a given function with tr0(ug) =
gD on ΓD and Vg = V0 + ug = {v ∈ V : tr0(v) = gD on ΓD}. Test both sides of (3.6)
by a v ∈ V0 and use (3.1), we have the problem in the weak form.

Definition 3.1 ((WP) Weak Primal Problem for (3.6)).

(3.7) Find u ∈ Vg : a(u, v) = (f, v)− (gN , tr0(v))ΓN
, ∀v ∈ V0,

where the bilinear form is defined as

(3.8) a(v, w) = (AΛv,Λw), ∀v, w ∈ V.

In RBM, it is often preferred that the trial and test spaces are the same, so we rewrite
the problem (WP) into the following equivalent form.

Definition 3.2. ((EWP) Equivalent Weak Primal Problem for (3.6))

(3.9) Find u = u0 + ug with u0 ∈ V0 satisfying : a(u0, v) = ϕ(v), ∀v ∈ V0,

where the linear form is defined as

(3.10) ϕ(v) = (f, v)− (gN , tr0(v))ΓN
− a(ug, v), ∀v ∈ V.

We immediately have that the bilinear form a is coercive and continuous with constant
being one with respect to ||| · ||| in V0:

(3.11) |||v|||2 = a(v, v) and a(v, w) ≤ |||v||||||w||| ∀v, w ∈ V0.

By the Lax-Milgram theorem [33, 32], the Problem (WP) and its equivalent Problem
(EWP) are well-posed. By the theory of calculus of variations [6, 33, 32], (WP) is the
Euler-Lagrange equation of the following minimization problem, and is equivalent to
it.

Definition 3.3 ((P) Primal Problem of (3.6)).

(3.12) Find u ∈ Vg : Jp(u) = inf
v∈Vg

Jp(v), Jp(v) =
1

2
a(v, v)− (f, v) + (gN , tr0(v))ΓN

.

To introduce the dual problem, define the bilinear form b as:

(3.13) b(ρ, τ) = (A−1ρ, τ) ρ, τ ∈ L2(Ω),

and define the set Σfg as:

(3.14) Σfg = {τ ∈ Σ : Λtτ = −f and tr1(τ) = gN on ΓN}.

The condition Λtτ = −f is often called the dual-feasibility condition.
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Definition 3.4 ((D) Dual Problem of (3.6)).

(3.15) Find σ ∈ Σfg : Jd(σ) = sup
τ∈Σfg

Jd(τ), Jd(τ) = −1

2
b(τ, τ)− (tr1(τ), gD)ΓD

.

Theorem 3.5. The dual variational problem of (3.12) is (3.15), and the following
two properties hold:

(strong duality) Jp(u) = Jd(σ);(3.16)

(extremal relation) σ = −AΛu.(3.17)

Two proofs are presented for the theorem.

Proof. (Conjugate convex function theory) Set Y = V andQ = Q∗ = L2(Ω),
then the functional Jp(v) can be written as F (v) +G(Λv) with

(3.18) F (v) = −(f, v) + (gN , tr0(v))ΓN
and G(q) =

1

2
(Aq, q),

for v ∈ dom(F ) = Vg and q ∈ L2(Ω). By the definition of F ∗ and (3.1), we have

F ∗(Λ∗τ) = sup
v∈dom(F )

{(Λv, τ)− F (v)}

= sup
v∈Vg

{(Λtτ, v) + (tr1(τ), tr0(v))ΓN
+ (f, v)− (gN , tr0(v))ΓN

}

= sup
v∈Vg

{(Λtτ + f, v) + (tr1(τ)− gN , tr0(v))ΓN
+ (tr1(τ), gD)ΓD

}.

The constraint set is {τ ∈ L2(Ω) : (Λtτ + f, v) + (tr1(τ)− gN , tr0(v))ΓN
= 0, for v ∈

Vg}. Since f and gN are L2 functions, the set is just Σfg in (3.14). Then,

F ∗(Λ∗τ) =

{
(tr1(τ), gD)ΓD

if τ ∈ Σfg,

+∞ otherwise.

A simple calculation (see e.g. [42, 63]) shows that G∗(τ) =
1

2
(A−1τ, τ). Following

(2.12), we have the dual problem (3.15). The strong duality (3.16) follows from
Theorem 2.2.

Note that from the second duality relation (2.14), we have

(3.19) 0 = (AΛu,Λu) + (A−1σ, σ) + 2(σ,Λu) = ‖A1/2Λu+A−1/2σ‖20.

Then (3.17) is proved.

Proof. (Lagrangian/saddle-point theory) On the set Vg × L2(Ω), define the
following Lagrangian (the choice is made since we know the relation (3.17) for many
problems with physical understandings):

(3.20) L(v, τ) = Jp(v)− 1

2
‖A1/2Λv +A−1/2τ‖20, (v, τ ) ∈ Vg × L2(Ω).

Clearly, we have supτ∈L2(Ω) L(v, τ) = L(v,−AΛv) = Jp(v). A simple calculation
shows that

L(v, τ) = −1

2
(A−1τ, τ)− (Λv, τ)− (f, v) + (gN , tr0(v))ΓN

,
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which is exactly (2.17). With the integration by parts, we have L(v, τ) = − 1
2 (A−1τ, τ)−

(Λtτ + f, v) + (gN − tr1(τ), tr0(v))ΓN
− (tr1(τ), gD)ΓD

, which implies

(3.21) inf
v∈Vg

L(v, τ) =

{
− 1

2 (A−1τ, τ)− (tr1(τ), gD)ΓD
, if τ ∈ Σfg,

−∞, otherwise.

So the dual functional and the dual problem (3.15) are derived.
To show (3.17) via the saddle-point theory, we prove the strong duality (3.16)

first. Substituting −AΛu ∈ Σfg into Jd and using (3.1), we have Jd(σ) ≥ Jd(−AΛu) =
Jp(u). On the other hand, by the definition of primal and dual functionals (2.15) and
(2.16) from L, Jd(σ) ≤ L(u, σ) ≤ Jp(u) is true. Thus, Jp(u) = Jd(σ). Substituting
into definition and use integration by parts, we also get (3.19), thus (3.17). As a
byproduct, we have (u, σ) is a saddle-point of L,

(3.22) inf
v∈Vg

Jp(v) = Jp(u) = L(u, σ) = Jd(σ) = sup
τ∈Σfg

Jd(τ).

We also rewrite the dual problem (D) (3.15) into the weak form.

Definition 3.6 ((WD) Weak Dual Problem of (3.6)).

(3.23) Find σ ∈ Σfg : b(σ, τ) = −(tr1(τ), gD)ΓD
, ∀τ ∈ Σ00,

where the space Σ00 is defined in (3.3). We have Σfg = Σ00 + σfg, where σfg ∈ Σfg
is a given function. Similar to the primal problem, in order to develop RBM, we
introduce the following equivalent form with the same trial and test spaces.

Definition 3.7 ((EWD) Equivalent Weak Dual Problem of (3.6)).

(3.24) Find σ = σ00 + σfg with σ00 ∈ Σ00 satisfying : b(σ00, τ) = ψ(τ), ∀τ ∈ Σ00,

where the linear form is defined as

(3.25) ψ(τ) = −(tr1(τ), gD)ΓD
− b(σfg, τ), ∀τ ∈ Σ.

The following coercivity and continuity of b with constant being one are true:

(3.26) []τ []
2

= b(τ, τ) and b(ρ, τ) ≤ []ρ[] []τ [] , ∀ρ, τ ∈ Σ00.

The equivalence of the Problems (D) and (WD) is also standard. The existence and
uniqueness of the Problem (EWD) (thus (WD) and (D)) follow from (3.26) and the
Lax-Milgram theorem.

Since the dual problem (D) is a constraint minimization problem, we can also
write its weak form as an equivalent saddle-point problem (or a mixed method, see
[16, 4]). Let

(3.27) c((ρ, w), (τ, v)) = (A−1ρ, τ)+(Λtτ, w)+(Λtρ, v) for (ρ, w), (τ, v) ∈ Σ×L2(Ω).

Like before, we have an equivalent version with the same trial and test spaces.

Definition 3.8 ((ESDD) Equivalent Saddle-Point Dual Problem of (3.6)).
Find σ = σ00 + σfg, such that (σ00, w) ∈ Σ0 × L2(Ω) satisfying

(3.28) c((σ00, w), (τ, v)) = ψ(τ) ∀(τ, v) ∈ Σ0 × L2(Ω).

Choose v = 0 in (3.28), we get Λtσ00 = 0 in the strong sense (since ΛtΣ ⊂ L2(Ω) by
the definition of Σ). Combined with the fact σ00 ∈ Σ0, we have σ00 ∈ Σ00.

With the assumption (3.5), the existence, uniqueness, and stability of the formu-
lation (ESSD) are the results of the standard Babuska-Brezzi theory, see [16]. Also,
the solution σ of Problem (ESDD) is the solution σ of Problem (WD), and vice versa.
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3.2 Error relations and generalized Prager-Synge identity Defined the
combined norm for the primal-dual problem:

(3.29) |[](v, τ)[]| =
√
|||v|||2 + []τ []

2
, v ∈ V0, τ ∈ Σ00.

We then have the following important combined error relation or generalized Prager-
Synge identity (3.32) (see also [56, 65, 20, 28]), which is Proposition 2.1 for this specific
problem. The energy differences are now squares of respective error in energy norms.

Theorem 3.9. Let u and σ be the solutions of the prime problem (P) (3.12) and
the dual problem (D) (3.15), respectively. Then for any v ∈ Vg and τ ∈ Σfg, the
following error relations hold:

(primal) |||u− v|||2 = 2(Jp(v)− Jp(u)) ≤ 2(Jp(v)− Jd(τ)),(3.30)

(dual) []σ − τ []
2

= 2(Jd(σ)− Jd(τ)) ≤ 2(Jp(v)− Jd(τ)),(3.31)

(combined) |[](u− v, σ − τ)[]|2 = 2(Jp(v)− Jd(τ)) = ‖A1/2Λv +A−1/2τ‖20.(3.32)

Proof. In the sprit of Proposition 2.1, we only need to prove |||u−v|||2 = 2(Jp(v)−
Jp(u)), []σ − τ []

2
= 2(Jd(σ)− Jd(τ)), and 2(Jp(v)− Jd(τ)) = ‖A1/2Λv +A−1/2τ‖20.

By the definition of Jp, we have

2(Jp(v)− Jp(u)) = ‖A1/2Λv‖20 − ‖A1/2Λu‖20 − 2(f, v − u) + 2(gN , tr0(v − u))ΓN

= (AΛ(u+ v),Λ(v − u))− 2(f, v − u) + 2(gN , tr0(v − u))ΓN
.

By (3.7), (AΛu,Λ(v − u)) = (f, v − u)− (gN , tr0(v − u))ΓN
, for all v − u ∈ V0, then

|||u− v|||2 = (AΛ(u+ v),Λ(v − u))− 2(AΛu,Λ(v − u)) = 2(Jp(v)− Jp(u)).

By the definition of Jd, we have

2(Jd(σ)− Jd(τ)) = ‖A−1/2τ‖20 − ‖A−1/2σ‖20 + 2(tr1(τ − σ), gD)ΓD
.

By (3.23), (A−1σ, (τ − σ)) = −(tr1(τ − σ), gD)ΓD
, for all τ − σ ∈ Σ00, then

[]σ − τ []
2

= (A−1(τ + σ), (τ − σ))− 2(A−1σ, (τ − σ)) = 2(Jd(σ)− Jd(τ)).

The second identity in (3.32) can be proved by the integration by parts,

2(Jp(v)− Jd(τ)) = |||v|||2 + []τ []
2 − 2(f, v) + 2(gN , tr0(v))ΓN

+ 2(tr1(τ), gD)ΓD

= |||v|||2 + []τ []
2

+ 2(Λv, τ) = ‖A1/2Λv +A−1/2τ‖20.

4 FEMs for Symmetric Coercive Linear Elliptic Mixed Boundary
Value Problem Let Vh be a FE subspace of V , Dh be a FE subspace of L2(Ω),
Σh be a FE subspace of Σ satisfying ΛtΣh = Dh. We assume the pair Σh and Dh

also satisfies a discrete inf-sup condition. Examples of such FE spaces can be found
in Section 6. To simplify our presentation, we make some assumption of the data.

Assumption 4.1. We assume that gD is in the range of tr0 on Vh, gN is in the
range of tr1 on Σh, and f is in Dh.
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Remark 4.2. For the case that the boundary data and right-hand side not sat-
isfying Assumption 4.1, we can replace gD, gN , and f by their L2-projections (or
interpolations) gD,h, gN,h, and fh in the corresponding discrete spaces. Since the
PDE and the discrete problems are stable, it is easy to show that the difference of the
solutions with the original data and the projected/interpolated data are in the same
order of the data perturbations, and can be neglected if the mesh is reasonable fine,
or can be added to the error estimator as an extra term, see p.181 of [17] for the
discussion on f in mixed formulations and [10] for analysis on approximations of in-
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. This issue is often not discussed in the
RBM since the classic RBM often assumes that the FE solution is a very accurate
”truth” solution and these small errors are not worried about.

Since basis functions of RBM can only be homogeneous functions (in the sense
that boundary condition is zero and the constraint condition is homogeneous), we use
two equivalent versions of problems (EWP) and (ESDD) with the same trial and dual
spaces to find FE solutions.

Let V0,h = Vh ∩ V0. We have ug ∈ Vh due to Assumption 4.1.

Definition 4.3 (FEM for the primal problem (P)). The FEM of the primal
problem (3.12) is:

(4.1) Find uh = u0,h+ug with u0,h ∈ V0,h satisfying : a(u0,h, v) = ϕ(v), ∀v ∈ V0,h.

By the standard arguments of FE analysis (for example, Theorem 0.3.3 of [21]), (3.11),
and the fact uh = u0,h + ug with u0,h ∈ V0,h, we have the following identity:

(4.2) |||u− uh||| = inf
v0,h∈V0,h

|||u− ug − v0,h|||.

For the FE approximation of the dual problem, the saddle-point formulation is used.
Let Σ0,h = Σh ∩Σ0 and Σ00,h = Σh ∩Σ00. We have σfg ∈ Σh due to Assumption 4.1.

Definition 4.4 (FEM for the dual problem (D)). The FEM of the dual
problem (3.15) is: Find σh = σ00,h + σfg with (σ00,h, wh) ∈ Σ0,h ×Dh satisfying

(4.3) c((σ00,h, wh), (τ, v)) = ψ(τ) ∀(τ, v) ∈ Σ0,h ×Dh.

Let τ = 0 in (4.3) and by the assumption that ΛtΣh = Dh, we have Λtσ00,h = 0 in
the strong sense, thus

(4.4) σ00,h ∈ Σ00 and σh = σ00,h + σfg ∈ Σfg.

By choosing τ ∈ Σ00 and v = 0 in (4.3), it is easy to check that the solution σ00,h of
(4.3) is also the solution of the following discrete (EWD) problem:

(4.5) b(σ00,h, τ) = ψ(τ), ∀τ ∈ Σ00,h.

Similarly, we have the best approximation property of the dual FE solution with
constant being one due to (3.26):

(4.6) []σ − σh[] = inf
τ00,h∈Σ00,h

[]σ − σfg − τ00,h[] .

A standard FEM often tries to find σh = σ0,h + σg, where σg satisfies the bound-
ary condition on ΓN but not the dual- feasibility condition, and σ0,h satisfies zero
boundary condition on ΓN . We choose to find σ00,h here directly due to this is the
requirement of a RB basis function. An efficient construction of σfg can be found in
Section 5.
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4.1 Combined FE error estimate Viewing the primal-dual problem as one
combined problem, from (4.2) and (4.6), we have the following best approximation in
the combined norm with constant being one:

(4.7) |[](u− uh, σ − σh)[]| = inf
(v0,h,τ00,h)∈V0,h×Σ00,h

|[](u− ug − v0,h, σ − σfg − τ00,h)[]|

This also suggests that we should choose the approximation order properly for the
primal and dual FE spaces so that they have the same order of convergence.

Define the PD-FE global a posteriori error estimator and local indicator, respec-
tively:

ηh(uh, σh) =
√

2(Jp(uh)− Jd(σh) = ‖A1/2Λuh +A−1/2σh‖0,

ηh,T (uh,σh) = ‖A1/2Λuh +A−1/2σh‖0,T , ∀T ∈ T .

By Theorem 3.9, ηh is exact (reliable, efficient, and robust with constant being one)
with respect to the error in the combined energy norm, also, ηh can be used as a
reliable and robust error estimator for the individual primal and dual FE problems.

5 PD-RBM for the Parametric Symmetric Coercive Linear Elliptic
Mixed Boundary Value Problem In this section, we develop PD-RBM for the fol-
lowing parametric symmetric coercive linear elliptic mixed boundary value
problem:

(5.1)

{
Λt(A(µ)Λu(µ)) = f(µ) in Ω,

tr0(u(µ)) = gD(µ) on ΓD and − tr1(A(µ)Λu(µ)) = gN (µ) on ΓN ,

where µ ∈ D. D is a parametric domain. In this paper, we assume that A, f , gD,
and gN are µ-dependent. Thus, we use µ-dependent forms, functional, norms, and
problems. The meanings of these notations are self-explicit. We also suppose that a
set of N parameters SN = {µi}Ni=1 is chosen.

5.1 RBM for the primal problem (P) The RB space for the primal problem
(P) is the span of the corresponding homogeneous FE solutions (by the primal FEM
in Definition 4.3): V Nrb = span{u0,h(µi)}Ni=1 ⊂ V0,h,

(5.2) u0,h(µi) ∈ V0,h satisfying : a(u0,h, v;µi) = ϕ(v;µi), ∀v ∈ V0,h.

Assume that a ug(µ) ∈ Vg(µ) can be constructed efficiently (see Section 5.3), then
the primal RB problem is: for any given µ ∈ D, find uNrb(µ) = uN0,rb(µ) + ug(µ) with

uN0,rb(µ) ∈ V Nrb satisfying

(5.3) a(uN0,rb(µ), vrb;µ) = ϕ(vrb;µ), ∀vrb ∈ V Nrb .

Similar to the FE case, we have the following best approximation estimate with con-
stant being one for any given µ ∈ D with respect to the µ-dependent energy norm for
the primal RB approximation:

(5.4) |||u(µ)− uNrb(µ)|||µ = inf
vrb∈V N

rb

|||u(µ)− ug(µ)− vrb|||µ.
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5.2 RBM for the dual problem (D) The RB space for the dual problem (D)

is the span of the corresponding homogeneous FE solutions: ΣNrb = span{σ00,h(µi)}Ni=1 ⊂
Σ00,h, where (σ00,h(µi), wh(µi)) ∈ Σ0,h ×Dh satisfying

(5.5) c((σ00,h, , wh(µi)), (τ, v);µi) = ψ(τ ;µi) ∀(τ, v) ∈ Σ0,h ×Dh.

The solution σ00,h(µi) ∈ Σ00,h ⊂ Σ0,h, due to (4.4).
Assume that a function σfg(µ) ∈ Σfg(µ) is constructed (see Section 5.3), the

dual RB approximation is: for any given µ ∈ D, find σNrb(µ) = σN00,rb(µ) +σfg(µ) with

σN00,rb(µ) ∈ ΣNrb satisfying

(5.6) b(σN00,rb(µ), τrb;µ) = ψ(τrb;µ), ∀τrb ∈ ΣNrb.

With respect to the µ-dependent energy norm, we have the following best approxi-
mation estimate with constant being one for any given µ ∈ D:

(5.7)
[]
σ(µ)− σNrb(µ)

[]
µ

= inf
τ00,rb∈ΣN

rb

[]σ(µ)− σfg(µ)− τ00,rb[]µ .

Remark 5.1. It should be emphasized that for the dual FE problem, we need to
use the saddle point formulation (ESDD), since a FE subspace of Σ00 is often hard,
if not impossible, to be constructed. On the other hand, for the dual RB problem, the
basis function are already in Σ00 (the fact that the solution of (4.3) satisfies (4.4) in
the strong sense is discussed in p.182 of [17] for the hypercircle error estimator and is
well-known for the mixed FEM), thus we should use the simpler formulation (EWD).

Remark 5.2. In [73], the dual solution is not solved as a global FE problem (i.e.,
a global optimization problem in the corresponding FE space), but is recovered though
a local post-processing procedure. In our algorithm, we suggest to solve the dual FE
approximation directly. This is due to three reasons: the first reason is that the
quality of the a posteriori error estimator is based on how tight the primal-dual gap
is. To make the primal-dual gap tight, we should solve the dual problem globally for
both FEM and RBM. Also, to ensure the error estimates are robust, simple explicit
construction often leads to non-robust results, see [71, 28]. The second reason is
that for the standard FE a posteriori error estimators, we do not want the error
estimator to be as expensive as the original problem. While in the RB scenario, all
these FE steps are offline steps. A good quality of the RB set is more important
than some computational cost of finding extra solutions of offline problems. Plus,
our greedy algorithms developed in the next section will balance the RB tolerance and
FE approximation errors to make sure that the FE problem is solved in an optimal
mesh and we do not over-compute too many basis functions. The third reason is
that computing both the primal and dual unknowns accurately is very common in the
least-squares approach, both in the FEM [15] and in the RBM [74, 76].

Our dual RB problem is also different from the dual RB problem for the diffusion
equation in [73] where a saddle-point (constraint minimization) problem is considered.
We believe our approach here is more appropriate since our version is based on a stan-
dard weighted projection. In fact, it uses the same trick as handling non-homogeneous
boundary condition in primal RBM. Also, our approach here is also easier to show
the best approximation properties of the RB space. Compared to [76], the method
developed here can be viewed as an optimal case of choosing the penalty parameter
δ = 0.
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Remark 5.3. In RBM, a Gram-Scmidt orthonormalization is often performed to
increase the algebraic stability. Since the orthonormalization has to be based on a fixed
inner product, the parameter-dependent energy inner product can not be used. The
condition number of the discrete system is still bounded by the ratio of the continuity
and stability constants, as stated in Prop. 2.17 of [41]. In our numerical experiments,
since the number of basis functions is not big, the Gram-Scmidt orthonormalization
is not used.

5.3 Efficient offline-online decomposition To ensure an efficient offline-
online decomposition and efficient constructions of ug(µ) and σfg(µ), we need to
assume the following parameter separability.

Assumption 5.4 (Parameter separability/Affine decomposition). We as-
sume the forms a and b to be parameter separable, i.e., there exist coefficient functions
θaq (µ) : D → R for q = 1, · · · , Qa and θbq(µ) : D → R for q = 1, · · · , Qb with Qa and
Qb ∈ N and parameter-independent continuous bilinear forms aq(·, ·) : V × V → R
and bq(·, ·) : Σ× Σ→ R such that

a(w, v;µ) =

Qa∑
q=1

θqa(µ)aq(v, w), µ ∈ D, v, w ∈ V,(5.8)

and b(ρ, τ ;µ) =

Qb∑
q=1

θqb (µ)bq(ρ, τ), µ ∈ D, ρ, τ ∈ Σ.(5.9)

We also assume the boundary data and the right-hand side are parameter separable,
(5.10)

gD(µ) =

QD∑
q=1

θqD(µ)gqD, gN (µ) =

QN∑
q=1

θqN (µ)gqN , f(µ) =

Qf∑
q=1

θqf (µ)fq, µ ∈ D,

where θqD, θqN , θqf , gqD, gqN , and fq are defined in a similar fashion as the terms for a

and b. We assume that gqD is in the range of tr0 on Vh, gqN is in the range of tr1 on
Σh, and fq is Dh, i.e., they satisfy Assumption 4.1.

Remark 5.5. The assumption of a (the a form is defined in (3.8)) and b (the b
form is defined in (3.13)) can also be stated in the parameter separabilities of A(µ)
and A−1(µ):

(5.11) A(µ) =

QA∑
q=1

θqA(µ)Aq, A−1(µ) =

QAinv∑
q=1

θqAinv (µ)Aqinv, µ ∈ D,

where θqA(µ) and θqAinv (µ) are parameter-dependent functions while Aq and Aqinv are
parameter-independent. Then, if we further assume that the integration (Aqv, w) for
v, w in Vh can be exactly integrated, it is aq(v, w). Similar results are also true for
A−1 and b. For a simple case that A(µ) (and thus A−1(µ)) is piecewisely defined on
the computational domain, (5.11) is clearly satisfied.

Remark 5.6. Same as the discussion in Remark 4.2, the assumption that the
data gqD, gqN , and fq satisfying the assumption 4.1 is only for simplicity and is not
essential.

For a given µ ∈ D, we want to construct a ug(µ) ∈ Vg(µ). First, we find a set of
parameter-independent uqD ∈ Vh, such that

(5.12) tr0(uqD) = gqD, q = 1, · · · , QD.
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These uqD usually can be explicitly constructed by letting the DOFs inside the domain
to be zero while the DOFs on ΓD to be appropriate values to match gqD, which is a
common FE technique. Another common and probably better way to construct a
function uqD is to solve a fixed parameter version of the corresponding PDE (5.1)
with a zero right-hand side and a zero boundary condition on ΓN which satisfies the
nonzero boundary condition (5.12). The function uqD constructed by the second way
is smooth and this ensures that the associated parametric manifold of V Nrb is smooth
and improves the RBM convergence.

Once this is done, let

(5.13) Vg(µ) 3 ug(µ) =

QD∑
q=1

θqD(µ)uqD.

With the parameter separability of f , gN , a, and ug, the linear form ϕ(v;µ) (see (3.10))
is also parameter separable, and the primal RBM has an offline-online decomposition.

For a given µ ∈ D, in order to construct a σfg(µ) ∈ Σfg(µ), a divide and con-
quer strategy is taken. We plan to find a σfg(µ) ∈ Σfg(µ) with the decomposition:
σfg(µ) = σf0(µ) + σ0g(µ), where σf0(µ) and σ0g(µ) ∈ Σh, satisfying:

Λtσf0(µ) = −f(µ) in Ω, tr1(σf0(µ)) = 0 on ΓN ,(5.14)

and Λtσ0g(µ) = 0 in Ω, tr1(σ0g(µ)) = gN (µ) on ΓN .(5.15)

First, find a set of parameter-independent σqf0 ∈ Σh, such that

(5.16) Λtσqf0 = −fq in Ω and tr1(σqf0) = 0 on ΓN , q = 1, · · · , Qf .

This can be done by finding a FE solution σqf0 ∈ Σ0,h, such that

(5.17) c((σqf0, wh), (τ, v)) = −(fq, v) ∀ (τ, v) ∈ Σ0,h ×Dh, q = 1, · · · , Qf .

Then, find a set of parameter-independent σq0g ∈ Σh, such that

(5.18) Λtσq0g = 0 ∈ Ω and tr1(σq0g) = gqN on ΓN , q = 1, · · · , QN .

This can be done by finding a FE solution σq0g ∈ Σh, tr1(σq0g) = gqN on ΓN , such that

(5.19) c((σq0g, wh), (τ, v)) = 0 ∀ (τ, v) ∈ Σ0,h ×Dh, q = 1, · · · , QN .

Let σf0(µ) =
∑Qf

q=1 θ
q
f (µ)σqf0 and σ0g(µ) =

∑QN

q=1 θ
q
N (µ)σq0g, then σf0(µ) satisfies

(5.14) and σ0g(µ) satisfies (5.15). The sum σfg(µ) = σf0(µ)+σ0g(µ) is in Σfg(µ) and
it is parameter separable. Together with the assumption that gD and b are parameter
separable, the dual RB problem has an offline-online decomposition.

Note that all online computations only depend on the dimensions of RB basis N ,
and various Q’s, but not depend on the FEM’s number of DOFs. The computations
of online operation counts in a similar setting can be found in [73, 74], we skip them
here for simplicity.

5.4 Combined RB error estimate If we view the primal-dual problem as
one combined problem, for any fixed µ ∈ D, we have the same best approximation
result in the combined µ-dependent norm as (4.7).
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Define the PD-RB a posteriori error estimator:

ηrb(u
N
rb, σ

N
rb;µ) =

√
2(Jp(uNrb(µ);µ)− Jd(σNrb(µ);µ)) = ‖A1/2ΛuNrb(µ)+A−1/2σNrb(µ)‖0.

By (3.32), it is an exact error estimator for the combined reduced basis energy error
since

(5.20) ηrb(u
N
rb, σ

N
rb;µ) =

∣∣[](u(µ)− uNrb(µ),σ(µ)− σNrb(µ))
[]∣∣
µ
.

With Assumption 5.4 on the parameter separability, the primal and dual functionals
are also parameter separable, thus the online evaluation of ηrb(u

N
rb, σ

N
rb;µ)2 also only

depends on N and various Q’s, see also [73].

5.5 Relation between FE and RB errors By the best approximation prop-
erties (4.2),(4.6), (5.4), and (5.7) (note that they are all identities) and the facts
that the RB spaces are subspaces of the corresponding FE spaces, V Nrb ⊂ V0,h and
ΣNrb ⊂ Σ00,h, we have the following comparison theorem between FE and RB solutions.

Theorem 5.7 (Comparison of RB and FE errors). For a given µ ∈ D, with
the same data, let uh(µ) and uNrb(µ) be the primal FE and RB solutions of (4.1) and
(5.3), and σh(µ) and σNrb(µ) be the dual FE and RB solutions of (4.3) and (5.6),
respectively, then we have the following bounds:

|||u(µ)− uh(µ)|||µ ≤ |||u(µ)− uNrb(µ)|||µ,(5.21)

[]σ(µ)− σh(µ)[]µ ≤
[]
σ(µ)− σNrb(µ)

[]
µ
,(5.22)

|[](u(µ)− uh(µ),σ(µ)− σh(µ))[]|µ ≤
∣∣[](u(µ)− uNrb(µ),σ(µ)− σNrb(µ))

[]∣∣
µ
.(5.23)

For the special case that µ ∈ SN , the above inequalities become equalities.

Remark 5.8. For the case that µ ∈ SN , we have the reproduction of solutions
(Prop. 2.21 of [41]), the RB solutions are the FE solutions.

The above results show that the true RB errors measured in energy norms are
always worse than (or equal to) their corresponding FE errors. Note that, since the
primal RBM is essentially the standard RBM, so (5.21) is also true for the standard
primal RBM. The difference is that in the standard RBM, the error estimator is not
designed to measure this specific error. On the other hand, in the PD-RBM, the
combined RB energy error can be explicitly and exactly computed by the primal-gap
gap a posteriori error estimator (5.20). This sets up the foundation of our balanced
greedy algorithms to determine the RB stopping criteria.

In principle, for the true RB and FE errors in the non primal-dual setting, we
should expect the similar results, that the RB errors are always worse than (or equal
to) their corresponding FE errors for the same µ. But the constant may not being
one, and it may depend on parameters and be non-robust with respect to parameters.

6 Several Examples of Primal-Dual Variational Problems In this sec-
tion, we first present several examples of the symmetric coercive linear elliptic mixed
boundary value problem, their corresponding primal and dual problems, Lagrangians,
and error relations. Then we discuss some examples beyond the linear elliptic bound-
ary value problems.

First, we define some function spaces and sets. Let H1
D,g(Ω) = {v ∈ H1(Ω) : v =

gD on ΓD} and H1
D(Ω) = {v ∈ H1(Ω) : v = 0 on ΓD}. Define H(div; Ω) = {τ ∈

L2(Ω)d : ∇ · τ ∈ L2(Ω)}, then let HN,g(div; Ω) = {τ ∈ H(div; Ω) : τ ·n = gN on ΓN}
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and HN (div; Ω) = {τ ∈ H(div; Ω) : τ · n = 0 on ΓN}, where n is the unit outer
normal on ∂Ω. We assume that A(x) is a symmetric positive definite matrix and
0 < κ(x) ∈ L∞(Ω).

In the following subsections, we use the subscripts d, rd, and le to denote the
functionals and norms are for the diffusion problem, the reaction-diffusion problem,
and the linear elasticity problem, respectively.

6.1 Diffusion Problem Consider the diffusion problem:

(6.1) −∇ · (A∇u) = f in Ω, u = gD on ΓD, −A∇u · n = gN on ΓN .

For this problem, let V = H1(Ω), V0 = H1
D(Ω), Λ = ∇, Λt = −∇·, and A = A, thus

AΛv = A∇v, Σ = H(div; Ω). The trace tr1(τ ) for τ ∈ H(div; Ω) is τ · n on ∂Ω,
and the trace tr0 for v ∈ H1(Ω) is the standard trace. Then we have the following
integration by parts formula (corresponding to (3.1)):

(6.2) (τ ,∇v)Ω + (∇ · τ , v)Ω = (τ · n, v)∂Ω, ∀(v, τ) ∈ H1(Ω)×H(div; Ω).

The weak problem is:

(6.3) Find u ∈ H1
D,g(Ω) : (A∇u,∇v) = (f, v)− (gN , v)ΓN

, ∀v ∈ H1
D(Ω).

The primal variational problem is:

Find u ∈ H1
D,g(Ω) : Jpd(u) = inf

v∈H1
D,g(Ω)

Jpd(v),(6.4)

Jpd(v) =
1

2
‖A1/2∇v‖20 − (f, v) + (gN , v)ΓN

.

To derive the dual problem (D), we set the constraint set Σfg as

(6.5) HN,g(div; Ω; f) = {τ ∈ H(div; Ω) : ∇ · τ = f and τ · n = gN on ΓN}.

The space Σ00, which is HN (div; Ω; 0) in the diffusion equation case, can de defined
accordingly. The dual problem is:

Find σ ∈ HN,g(div; Ω; f) : Jdd(σ) = inf
τ∈HN,g(div;Ω;f)

Jdd(τ ),(6.6)

Jdd(τ ) = −1

2
(A−1τ , τ )− (τ · n, gD)ΓD

.

The energy norms are
(6.7)
|||v|||d = ‖A1/2∇v‖0 for v ∈ H1

D(Ω) and []τ []d = ‖A−1/2τ‖0 for τ ∈ HN (div; Ω; 0).

The relation (3.17) for the diffusion equation is:

(6.8) (extremal relation) σ = −A∇u.

The combined error relation (the Prager-Synge identity) (3.32) is: For all v ∈ HD,g(Ω)
and τ ∈ HN,g(div; Ω; f),

(6.9) ‖A1/2∇(u− v)‖20 + ‖A−1/2(σ − τ )‖20 = ‖A1/2∇v +A−1/2τ‖20.
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We can also derive the prime-dual problems by setting the Lagrangian as in (3.20):

(6.10) Ld(v, τ) = Jpd(v)− 1

2
‖A1/2∇v +A−1/2τ‖20, (v, τ ) ∈ H1

D,g(Ω)×H(div; Ω).

The saddle-point relation (3.22) (also the strong duality) is:

(6.11) inf
v∈H1

D,g(Ω)
Jpd(v) = Jpd(u) = Ld(u,σ) = Jdd(σ) = inf

τ∈HN,g(div;Ω;f)
Jdd(τ ).

Let k ≥ 1 be an integer, Sk ⊂ H1(Ω), the global continuous degree-k piecewise
polynomial space, and RTk−1 ⊂ H(div; Ω), the Raviart-Thomas space with index
k − 1, constitute a good pair of FE approximation spaces for H1(Ω) and H(div; Ω).
Standard FE convergence results can be found in [33, 16]. Robust a priori FE approx-
imation results for the primal and dual FE problems can be found in [22, 78]. Robust
a posteriori FE error estimators based on the Prager-Synge identity (the so-called
equilibrated error estimator, which is a primal-dual gap error estimator) can be found
in [20, 28, 22] for the primal problem and in [23] for the dual mixed problem.

6.2 Reaction-Diffusion Problem Consider the reaction-diffusion equation:

(6.12) −∇ · (A∇u) + κ2u = f in Ω, u = gD on ΓD, −A∇u · n = gN on ΓN .

For this problem, let V = H1(Ω), V0 = H1
D(Ω), Λv = [∇v, v] and A = [A, κ2],

thus AΛv = [A∇v, κ2v]. Let τ = [τ , w], then Λt[τ , w] = −∇ · τ + w, and Σ =
H(div; Ω)×L2(Ω). The trace tr1([τ , w]) = τ ·n on ∂Ω, and the trace tr0 for v ∈ H1(Ω)
is the standard. Let τ = [τ , w] ∈ Σ = H(div; Ω) × L2(Ω) in the integration by parts
formula (3.1), we have

(τ ,∇v)+(w, v)+(∇·τ , v)−(w, v) = (τ ·n, v)∂Ω, ∀(v, τ ) ∈ H1(Ω)×H(div; Ω), w ∈ L2(Ω),

which is exactly (6.2). The weak primal problem is:

(6.13) Find u ∈ H1
D,g(Ω) : (A∇u,∇v)+(κ2u, v) = (f, v)−(gN , v)ΓN

, ∀v ∈ H1
D(Ω).

The primal problem is:

Find u ∈ H1
D,g(Ω) : Jprd(u) = inf

v∈H1
D,g(Ω)

Jprd(v),(6.14)

Jprd(v) = ((A∇v,∇v) + (κ2v, v))/2− (f, v) + (gN , v)ΓN
.

To derive the dual problem, we first check the conditions in Σfg. The condition
Λt[τ , w] = −∇ · τ + w = −f , we get the constraint set Σfg is

{τ ∈ H(div; Ω), w ∈ L2(Ω) : w −∇ · τ = −f, τ · n = gN on ΓN}.

The dual functional is − 1
2 (A−1τ , τ )− 1

2 (κ−2w,w)− (τ · n, gD)ΓD
. We can eliminate

w by enforcing the condition w = ∇ · τ − f . Then the τ -only dual functional is

(6.15) Jdrd(τ ) = −1

2
(A−1τ , τ )− 1

2
(κ−2(∇ · τ − f),∇ · τ − f)− (τ · n, gD)ΓD

.

So the dual problem is:

(6.16) Find σ ∈ HN,g(div; Ω) : Jdd(σ) = inf
τ∈HN,g(div;Ω)

Jdrd(τ ).
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Note that in this formulation, the dual-feasibility condition is removed, and there is
no need to use the saddle-point formulation (SDD) or (ESDD). The weak problem of
(6.15) is: Find σ ∈ HN,g(div; Ω) s.t.

(6.17) (A−1σ, τ )+(κ−2∇·σ,∇·τ ) = (κ−2f,∇·τ )−(τ ·n, gD)ΓD
, ∀τ ∈ HN (div; Ω).

The energy norms are

|||v|||rd = (‖A1/2∇v‖20 + ‖κv‖20)1/2 v ∈ H1
D(Ω),

and []τ []rd = (‖A−1/2τ‖0 + ‖κ−1∇ · τ‖20)1/2 τ ∈ HN (div; Ω).

The relation (3.17) for the reaction-diffusion equation is: [σ,∇ · σ − f ] = −AΛu =
[−A∇u,−κ2u]. That is,

(6.18) (extremal relation) σ = −A∇u and ∇ · σ + κ2u = f.

Note that (6.18) is just the first-order system reformulation of (6.12).
Substitute the definitions of τ , Λ, and A into (3.32), the combined error relation

is: For all v ∈ HD,g(Ω) and τ ∈ HN,g(div; Ω),

|||u− v|||2rd + []σ − τ []
2
rd = ‖A1/2∇v +A−1/2τ‖20 + ‖κ−1∇ · (σ − τ ) + κ(u− v)‖20.

Since the dual functional is obtained by enforcing the condition w = ∇·τ −f directly,
the Lagrangian can be defined by adding only one term from (6.18):

(6.19) Lrd(v, τ) = Jprd(v)− 1

2
‖A1/2∇v +A−1/2τ‖20, (v, τ ) ∈ H1

D,g(Ω)×H(div; Ω).

We can check that the primal and dual functionals obtained by Lrd are the same as
the ones in (6.14) and (6.15). It is also easy to check that the saddle-point relation
(also the strong duality) holds:

(6.20) inf
v∈H1

D,g(Ω)
Jprd(v) = Jprd(u) = Lrd(u,σ) = Jdrd(σ) = inf

τ∈HN,g(div;Ω)
Jdrd(τ ).

Remark 6.1. In the literature, for example, [73] and p.185 of [17], when con-
structing the dual problem, a condition ∇ · σ + κ2uh = f is enforced, where uh is the
approximation to u. This adds extra complexity to the dual problem. In [2], the right
and simpler dual problem (6.17) is chosen.

For the primal and dual problems (6.13) and (6.17), the same spaces Sk ⊂ H1(Ω) and
RTk−1 ⊂ H(div; Ω), k ≥ 1, as the discrete spaces for the diffusion problem can be
used to approximate u and σ, respectively. The robust a posteriori FE error estimator
based on the primal-dual gap can be found in [2].

6.3 Linear Elasticity Problem Let ε(u) = (∇u + (∇u)T )/2 be the strain
tensor. For an isotropic material, we have the following constitutive relation between
the strain tensor ε(u) and the Cauchy stress tensor σ, σ = Cε(u) or ε(u) = Aσ,
where the elasticity tensor C and the compliance tensor A = C−1 are (λ1 > 0 and
λ2 > 0):

(6.21) Cε(u) = λ1tr(ε(u))I + 2λ2ε(u) and Aσ =
1

2λ2
(σ − λ1

dλ1 + 2λ2
(trσ)I).
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Consider the linear elasticity problem:

(6.22) −∇ · (Cε(u)) = f in Ω,

with boundary conditions (we use homogeneous boundary conditions for simplicity,
non-homogenous conditions can be easily added):

u = 0 on ΓD and Cε(u) · n = 0 on ΓN .

For this problem, let V = H1(Ω)d, V0 = H1
D(Ω)d, Λv = −ε(v), Λt = ∇·, A = C, and

A−1 = A thus AΛv = −Cε(v). Let H(div; Ω; S) be the space of square-integrable
symmetric tensors with square-integrable divergence (the divergence is taken row-
wise):

H(div; Ω; S) := {τ ∈ L2(Ω)d×d : ∇ · τ ∈ L2(Ω)d, τ = τT }.

Let Σ = H(div; Ω; S). We have the following integration by parts formula (see for
example, page xxix and page 288 of [31] and Theorem 3.1 of [36]):

(6.23) (τ , ε(v))Ω + (∇ · τ ,v)Ω = (τn,v)∂Ω, ∀(v, τ ) ∈ H1(Ω)d ×H(div; Ω; S).

The primal problem is:

(6.24) Find u ∈ H1
D(Ω) : Jple(u) = inf

v∈H1
D(Ω)d

Jple(v), Jple(v) =
1

2
(Cε(v), ε(v))− (f ,v).

By the derivation of the dual problem (D), we set the constraint set as

(6.25) HN (div; Ω;S; f) = {τ ∈ H(div; Ω; S) : ∇ · τ = −f and τn = 0 on ΓN}.

The dual problem is:
(6.26)

Find τ ∈ HN (div; Ω;S; f) : Jds(σ) = inf
τ∈HN (div;Ω;S;f)

Jdle(v), Jdle(τ ) = −1

2
(Aτ , τ ).

Remark 6.2. As it is well-known in the mechanics [31, 52, 59], the primal prob-
lem represents the principle of virtual work. The functional Jple is the total potential
energy, which is the sum of the strain energy 1

2 (Cε(v), ε(v)) and of the potential en-
ergy of the exterior forces −(f ,v), see p.27 of [33]. The functional Jdle is called the
complementary energy functional. Similar explanations also hold for the diffusion and
reaction diffusion problems. This is also the reason that the norms ||| · ||| and []·[] are
called energy norms.

The relation (3.17) for the linear elasticity equation is:

(6.27) (extremal relation) σ = Cε(u).

The energy norms are

|||v|||le = ‖C1/2ε(v)‖0 for v ∈ H1
D(Ω)d and []τ []le = ‖A1/2τ‖0 for τ ∈ HN (div; Ω; S; 0).

The combined error relation (3.32) is
(6.28)

|||u− v|||2le + []σ − τ []
2
le = ‖C1/2ε(v)− A1/2τ‖20, v ∈ H1

D(Ω)d, τ ∈ HN (div; Ω;S; f).
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The Lagrangian for the linear elasticity problem is

(6.29) Lle(v, τ ) = Jple(v)− 1

2
‖C1/2ε(v)− A1/2τ‖20 = −1

2
(Aτ , τ ) + (∇ · τ − f, v),

for (v, τ ) ∈ H1
D(Ω)d×HN (div; Ω; S). This is the renown Hellinger-Reissner principle.

We can check that the primal and dual functionals obtained by Lle are the same
as the ones in (6.24) and (6.26). It is also easy to check that the saddle-point relation
(also the strong duality) holds:

(6.30) inf
v∈H1

D(Ω)d
Jple(v) = Jple(u) = Lle(u,σ) = Jdle(σ) = inf

τ∈HN (div;Ω;S;f)
Jdle(τ ).

Remark 6.3. They are several other ways to develop the dual problems for the
linear elasticity problems, see for example [31, 52, 35, 36].

The FE approximations for the primal problem is standard, see [33, 17]. For the dual
problem with symmetric tensors, the mixed FEM is developed in [5].

6.4 Other linear and nonlinear examples The 4th-order Kirchhoff-Love
plate problem, is also in the framework of the linear elliptic boundary value prob-
lem, see [4]. Its FE a posteriori error estimator based on the primal-dual variational
principle can be found in [19].

Several variational inequality problems including the obstacle problem (Example
1.26 of [42]), contact problems in elasticity (Example 1.27 of [42]), are in the framework
of primal-dual variational principles discussed in Section 2, see [37, 45, 39, 9]. FE a
posteriori error estimator based on the primal-dual gap for the obstacle problem can
be found in [18].

Nonlinear equations, such as the nonlinear Dirichlet problem (p-Laplacian prob-
lem) (see p.81 of [37]), the Rudin-Osher-Fatemi model of total variation denoising
[8, 11], and the MongeKantorovich problem [12] are also examples of primal-dual
variational problems in the framework of Section 2. In [37, 77, 50, 42], there are many
other physically and economically interesting problems in the framework.

In principle, the idea of using primal-dual gap error estimator as both the FE
and RB a posteriori error estimators can be applied to these more challenging prob-
lems too. For RBM, advanced tools like the EIM (Empirical Interpolation Method)
are needed. The rigorous upper bound is still true as long as the primal and dual
approximations are in the right approximation spaces and the nonlinear functionals
are exactly evaluated. If EIM is used to approximate nonlinear primal and dual func-
tionals, we should also design algorithms carefully to balance the approximation error
of EIM and other error contributions of RB problems, as we will do in Section 7 for
FE and RB errors.

6.5 Least-squares variational principle as a special case For many linear
or nonlinear problems, for examples, non-symmetric problems, there is no natural
minimization principle associated, then the primal-dual framework does not apply.
In some cases, the dual problem can be very complicated, for example, the Stokes
equation, see [37]. One remedy is constructing an artificial minimization principle:
the least-squares principle [15]. For example, for the equation −∇ · (A∇u) +Xu = f ,
with Xu = b · ∇u + cu, b(x) ∈ C1(Ω)d, c(x) ∈ L∞(Ω), with u = 0 on ∂Ω, the
least-squares functional is
(6.31)
J ls(τ , v) = ‖A−1/2τ +A−1/2∇v‖20 + ‖∇ · τ +Xv − f‖20, (τ , v) ∈ H(div; Ω)×H1

0 (Ω).
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If we view J ls(τ , v) = Jp(τ , v) as the primal functional, then its dual functional is
simply Jd(τ , v) = −J ls(τ , v). Both the primal and dual problems in the sense of
(2.1) and (2.2) are the same least-squares optimization problem. The optimizer is the
solution (σ, u) with σ = −A∇u, and J ls(σ, u) = 0. Thus, the strong duality (2.3) is
simply

Jp(σ, u) = J ls(σ, u) = 0 = −J ls(σ, u) = Jd(σ, u).

By choosing the dual approximation the same as the primal approximation, the gap
of the primal and dual approximations (2.7), is simply 2J ls(σh, uh), while it is well
known that

(6.32) J ls(σh, uh) = |||(σ − σh, u− uh)|||2ls

with |||(τ , v)|||2ls = ‖A−1/2τ +A−1/2∇v‖20 + ‖∇ ·τ +Xv‖20, the square of norm induced
by the least-squares functional. The global error estimator and local error indicator
can be naturally defined.

In this understanding, the ideas, methods, and algorithms developed in the paper
for the primal-dual variational principle can be applied to least-squares variational
principle based-RBM too. The small and important difference is that the natural
primal-dual variational principle is based on energy minimization principles of the
real world, while the least-squares energy functional is an artificial energy functional
(thus the related least-squares energy norm is an artificial energy norm) and needs a
careful construction (for example, choosing weights of different terms) and analysis.
Results of RBM based on least-squares variational principles can be found in [74, 30].

7 RB Greedy Algorithms and Numerical Results In this section, we
discuss three greedy algorithms for our PD-RBM. We use the following parametric
diffusion problem on an L-shape domain as our test problem.
(Test Parametric Diffusion Problem) Consider a two-parameter diffusion equa-
tion on an L-shape domain Ω = (−1, 1)2\(−1, 0]2 with a two dimensional parameter
µ = (µ[1], µ[2]):

−∇ · (A(µ)∇u) = 1 in Ω, u = 0 on ∂Ω,

where A = αI, α(µ) =

{
10µ[1] if xy > 0,

10µ[2] if xy ≤ 0,
for µ ∈ D = [−2, 2]2.

We use standard linear continuous FE space to approximate the primal FE problem
and RT0 (Raviart-Thomas element of index 0) and P0 (piecewise constant) pair of
mixed FE spaces to approximate the dual problem.

For the combined primal-dual problem, we use ηh(uh, σh;µ) as the notation for the
global PD-FE a posteriori estimator and ηh,T (uh, σh;µ) as the notation for the local
PD-FE a posteriori error indicator on an element T ∈ T . The notation ηrb(u

N
rb, σ

N
rb;µ)

is used as PD-RB a posteriori error estimator. They are all from the same primal-dual
gap error estimator.

7.1 Comparison with the method in [76] In [74, 76], minimum-residual
mixed (or least-squares) RBMs are introduced. These formulations are introduced
to avoid the dual-feasibility condition Λtσ = −f . In [76], for the diffusion equation,
a term δ−1‖∇ · τ + f‖20 is appeared in the least-squares formulation (the boundary
condition is also penalized in [76]). The coefficient δ is chosen to be smaller than

infv∈H1
0

‖α1/2∇v‖20
‖v‖20

to ensure the coercivity constant of the least-squares problem is
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close to one with respect to the energy norm. The δ is not 0 to ensure that the
dual-feasibility condition is not exactly enforced in [76], although, in theory δ = 0 is
the perfect constant since the exact solution satisfies the dual-feasibility condition.
In this understanding, the PD-RBM in this paper can be viewed as the theoretically
perfect case of δ = 0 in [76]. Thus, many numerical observations in [76] are also true
for our method.

7.2 Greedy algorithm on a fixed mesh with an adaptive RB tolerance
(Algorithm 1) In practice, many model reduction problems are computed on a
fixed mesh. It is important to re-examine the greedy algorithm to see with an exact
primal-dual energy error estimator, what are the best stopping criteria and greedy
strategy.

First, we propose a greedy algorithm on a fixed mesh with an adaptive RB tol-
erance. In the classic RB greedy algorithm, we choose a fixed RB error tolerance
εrb, and stop the greedy algorithm when all error estimators for µ in the training
set Ξtrain are smaller than εrb. In the classic algorithm, the estimator estimates the
difference between the RB solution and the ”truth” FE solution. In the extreme case,
when all points in Ξtrain are used to compute RB snapshots, the estimator is zero.
So the greedy algorithm will stop no matter how small the RB tolerance is. On the
other hand, if the PD-RB error estimator is used, it is a measure of the true energy
error, which will never be zero or converge to zero on a fixed mesh (except for some
trivial cases). So we need to adaptively choose the RB error tolerance εrb to make
the algorithm stoppable.

The notation εh is used to represent the FE error tolerance. Suppose the RB
parameter set SN = {µi}Ni=1 is chosen, define:

ε0
h = 0 and εnh = max{ηh(uh, σh;µ1), · · · , ηh(uh, σh;µn)}, 1 ≤ n ≤ N.

Here, we emphasize that ηh(uh, σh;µi) is understood as ηh(uh(µi), σh(µi)). It is easy
to see that

εnh = max{εn−1
h , ηh(uh, σh;µn)}.

So εnh ≥ ε
n−1
h , εnh is monotonically increasing with respect to the RB dimension n.

We use the notation εrb for the RB error tolerance and want to determine a
reasonable εNrb, such that when maxµ∈Ξtrain

ηrb(u
N
rb, σ

N
rb;µ) ≤ εNrb, the greedy algorithm

can be terminated. By Theorem 5.7, for those µi ∈ SN , their FE combined energy
error and RB combined energy error are the same; and for all µ ∈ D, the FE combined
energy error is at least as good as the RB combined energy error, thus we define εnrb
such that

εnrb ≥ εnh.
On the other hand, choosing εnrb too close to εnh will result more RB basis functions
needed to be computed. From the triangle inequality, for a fixed µ, and a combined
norm ‖(·, ·)‖ for both the primal and dual variables, we have

(7.33) ‖(u, σ)− (uNrb, σ
N
rb)‖ ≤ ‖(u, σ)− (uh, σh)‖+ ‖(uh, σh)− (uNrb, σ

N
rb)‖.

Thus, to balance of the FE tolerance εh and RB tolerance εrb, one simple and rea-
sonable choice is

(7.34) εnrb := max{rrb,feεnh, εn−1
rb }, 1 ≤ n ≤ N,

where rrb,fe > 1 is a fixed number, which is the ratio between the εnrb and εnh. In this
paper, we test two values of rrb,fe, 2 and 1.1. From (7.33), the definition (7.34) means
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that for a parameter µ ∈ Ξtrain\SN , we keep the norm difference between the RB
solution and the FE solution roughly the same (rrb,fe = 2) or a fraction (rrb,fe = 1.1)
of the FE error. If ε0

rb is reasonably small, in the end, εNrb is rrb,feε
N
h , and they are

of the same magnitude. Note that, if ε0
rb is achievable in this given mesh, then the

algorithm proceed as the standard greedy method.
Algorithm 1 is an exact energy error certified PD-RB greedy algorithm on a fixed

mesh.

Algorithm 1 An exact energy error certified PD-RB greedy algorithm with an adap-
tive RB tolerance on a fixed mesh (an adaptive RB tolerance greedy algorithm)

Input: Training set Ξtrain ⊂ D, initial FE accuracy tolerance ε0
h = 0, initial RB

tolerance ε0
rb, some rrb,fe > 1, maximal RB dimension Nmax, initial parameter

µ1, N = 1.
Output: N , εNh , εNrb, V

N
rb , ΣNrb.

1: Compute FE solutions uh(µN ) and σh(µN ).
2: Let εNh = max{ηh(uh, σh;µ), εN−1

h } and εNrb = max{rrb,feεNh , ε
N−1
rb }.

3: Update V Nrb and ΣNrb.
4: Choose µN+1 = argmaxµ∈Ξtrain

ηrb(u
N
rb, σ

N
rb;µ).

5: If ηrb(u
N
rb, σ

N
rb;µN+1) > εNrb and N < Nmax, then set N = N + 1, goto 1. Other-

wise, terminate.

Since the computations of RB primal and dual solutions are based on optimiza-
tions, for a fixed µ, the following is true:

(7.35) ηrb(u
N
rb, σ

N
rb;µ) ≤ ηrb(uN−1

rb , σN−1
rb ;µ).

Which means, the more basis functions, the smaller the energy error. The saturation
assumption (Definition 3.3 of [44]) is satisfied with the saturation constant being
exact one. Then the improved algorithm based on the saturation trick (Algorithm
2 of [44]) can be used to avoid going through all µ ∈ Ξtrain in Step 4 of Algorithm
1. In the improved algorithm of saturation trick, when looping for all µ ∈ Ξtrain,
we can skip those µ’s whose error estimators in the previous stages (with smaller RB
dimensions) are already smaller than the current temporary maximum error, since
these parameters will not be chosen in this round.

7.3 Numerical experiments for Algorithm 1 In our numerical experi-
ments, we use the notation maxerror in the tables and figures:

maxerror = maxµ∈Ξtrain
ηrb(u

N
rb, σ

N
rb;µ).

(Setting for the numerical experiment for Algorithm 1) For the test problem
given at the beginning of the section, we use a uniform mesh with 393216 elements.
Thus the number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) for the primal problem is 197633, and
the number of DOFs for the dual problem is 984064. We choose a fixed Ξtrain to be a
random uniform discretization of [−2, 2]2 of 105 points.

The original ε0
rb is chosen to be 10−3, which is a too strong requirement for the

current mesh. We choose µ1 = [0, 0]. The max RB dimension Nmax is chosen to be
20, which is more than enough for all our tests in the paper.

From computational results on Table 1, we see that with one RB function, the
RB tolerance is already updated to 0.0154. After the second RB function is picked,
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Table 1
Convergence results of PD-RBM for test diffusion problem on a fixed mesh with Algorithm 1

(rrb,fe = 2)

RB Dim 1 2 3 4
µ[1] 0.0000 -1.9996 1.9936 -1.9970
µ[2] 0.0000 1.9808 -1.9999 -1.0199
εh 0.0077 0.0354 0.0354 0.3261
εrb 0.0154 0.0708 0.0708 0.6522

maxerror 3.6569 2.3279 0.6066 0.3506
skipped 0 90693 55251 83013

test error 0.3461

Fig. 1. Selection of RB points SN (left) and convergence history of RB maxerror (right) for
test diffusion problem on a fixed mesh with PD-RBM and Algorithm 1 (rrb,fe = 2)

due to boundary and interior layers and corner singularity, this parameter one has
big FE approximation error, thus the RB tolerance is further updated to 0.0708. The
algorithm terminated with 4 basis function.

On the left of Fig. 1, we depict the RB parameter set SN . The bigger the size,
the earlier the point is selected. We also show the numerical values of the 4 µi on the
second and third rows of Table 1. On the 4th and 5th rows of Table 1, εih and εirb
are shown. It is clear that both of them are monotonically non-decreasing. The final
εrb is quite big compared to the common practice of the standard residual type RB a
posteriori error estimator.

On the right of Fig. 1, we show the decay of maxerror and the increasing of εh
and εrb with respect to RB space dimensions. We can see a clear spectral convergence
of maxerror and the adaptivity of εh and εrb from the figure. The algorithm stops
when maxerror ≤ εrb.

The 7th row of Table 1 , the row of ”skipped”, denotes the number of parameter
in the train set being skipped in step 4 of Algorithm 1 by the algorithm of satu-
ration trick. We find that the algorithm of saturation trick saves a large amount
computations of the loop in Ξtrain.

We also test the quality of the resulting RB set by running 10000 random online
test cases. The max error of these 10000 test cases is 0.3461, which is very similar to
the final maxerror 0.3506, and is less than our εrb = 0.6522. For the later numerical
tests, we test the online RB problems with the same set of random parameters, and
we list the maximum test combined RB energy error on the last row of the numerical
results table.

On Fig. 2, we show the numerical results for the same test setting with rrb,fe =
1.1. Note that for this case, the same number of RB basis function is computed as
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the rrb,fe = 2 case.
In both experiments (rrb,fe = 2 and 1.1) for the test parametric diffusion problem

on a uniform mesh with PD-RBM and Algorithm 1, we clearly find that for a non-
optimal uniform mesh, even with quite a large number of DOFs, the final εh and εrb
can be quite big, and the RB dimension is often small.

Fig. 2. Selection of RB points SN (left) and convergence history of RB maxerror (right) for
test diffusion problem on a fixed mesh with PD-RBM and Algorithm 1 (rrb,fe = 1.1)

Remark 7.1. From the experiments, we can see that eventually, the quality of the
RBM is controlled by the last maxerror (the number depends on Ξtrain). This number
can be used as the quality indicator of the final RB set, instead of εNrb, although these
two numbers are often of the same scale and very close, since

εNh ≤ maxerror ≤ εNrb,

where N is the final RB space dimension.

Remark 7.2. As already did in the numerical experiments of Section 7.1 of [76],
even with more RB basis functions, the exact error of a RB solution will stop decreas-
ing at some point. This is due to the result of Theorem 5.7, that a RB solution cannot
out-perform its corresponding FE solution. From our 10000 random test, we also see
the max error of the 10000 test is 0.3461, which is between the final εNh and εNrb. This
suggests that adaptive mesh refinement is necessary to improve the accuracy.

7.4 Greedy algorithm with an adaptive mesh and a fixed RB tolerance
(Algorithm 2) In this subsection, we discuss a greedy algorithm with a spatial
adaptivity for the field variable and a fixed RB tolerance.

As seen in numerical examples in Section 7.3, for parameter-dependent PDEs, a
uniform mesh is often not the best choice for approximations due to possible singular-
ities, sharp layers, and other solution features. So it is reasonable to use an adaptive
refined mesh to compute RB snapshots. On the other hand, when assembling the RB
offline matrices, we need to compute the inner products of different RB snapshots.
It is preferred to make sure that all RB snapshots to be computed on a same mesh.
The following algorithm is basically the same spatio-parameter adaptivity algorithm
of [74, 76]. In our context, all error estimators (FE or RB) are based on the same
primal-dual gap estimator. Other approaches combined RBM and adaptive FEM can
be found in [54, 67, 3]. We list the detailed algorithm in Algorithm 2.

Since V Nrb = span{uh(µi)}Ni=1 is computed on TN and TN is a refinement of TN−1,
we have confidence that V Nrb has a better quality than V N−1

rb . Similarly, we have
confidence that ΣNrb is better than ΣN−1

rb . Thus, for a fixed µ, the following result is
still true:

ηrb(u
N
rb, σ

N
rb;µ) ≤ ηrb(uN−1

rb , σN−1
rb ;µ).
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Algorithm 2 A primal-dual exact energy error certified PD-RB greedy algorithm
with an adaptive mesh and a fixed RB tolerance (an adaptive mesh refinement greedy
algorithm)

Input: Training set Ξtrain ⊂ D, FE tolerance εh, some rrb,fe > 1, RB tolerance
εrb = rrb,feεh, maximal RB dimension Nmax, initial coarse FE mesh T0,
N = 1, µ1, flag refined=0.

Output: N , V Nrb , ΣNrb.

1: Starting from mesh TN−1, adaptively compute FE solutions uh(µN ) and σh(µN )
with ηh,T (uh, σh;µ) as the FE error indicator, compute until ηh,T (uh, σh;µ) ≤ εh.
The final mesh is TN . Modify the flag refined = 1, if TN 6= TN−1.

2: If refined = 1, recompute uh(µi) and σh(µi), i = 1, · · · , N − 1 on the current
mesh TN and reset the flag refined = 0.

3: Update V Nrb and ΣNrb.
4: Choose µN+1 = argmaxµ∈Ξtrain

ηrb(u
N
rb, σ

N
rb;µ).

5: If ηrb(u
N
rb, σ

N
rb;µ) > εrb and N < Nmax, then set N = N + 1, goto 1. Otherwise,

terminate.

Thus, in the step 4 of Algorithm 2, the saturation trick can still be used to avoid
computations of all µ ∈ Ξtrain.

Remark 7.3 (Computational Cost). In Step 2 of Algorithm 2, we need to recom-
pute N (number of RB basis functions) both primal and dual FE solutions. Since an
optimal adaptive mesh is used, for a complicated problem requiring adaptive mesh,
to achieve the same accuracy, a uniform or not optimized mesh requires much more
number of points, see for example p.521 of [51], where a similar diffusion problem
with discontinuous coefficients is discussed. A uniform FEM requires 1020 elements
to achieve the similar resolution with 2× 103 element in adaptive FEM. Thus, with a
reasonable number of RB basis N (less than 100 typically), the computational cost of
Algorithm 2 with adaptive mesh refinements is still much cheaper than a method on
a non-optimal mesh.

In fact, it is a common practice that we re-compute solutions after refinements in
the adaptive FEM, see [1, 51, 72], since an adaptive optimal mesh is much efficient
than a bad mesh.

Instead of re-compute the old uh(µi) and σh(µi) in Step 2, using the idea from
[74], we can also interpolate the solution into the final common mesh, since each old
mesh is a sub-mesh of the final common mesh. This is definitely cheaper than the
recomputing approach, although the best approximation properties of (4.2) and (4.6)
are lost and the interpolation operator between two unstructured grids may not be
simple to construct. In this paper, we choose the recomputing approach to keep the
theoretical optimal results.

7.5 Numerical experiments for Algorithm 2 In this subsection, we test
the Algorithm 2.
(Setting for the numerical experiment for Algorithm 2) Choose εh = 0.08.
The initial mesh T0 is shown as the first mesh on Fig. 3. The rest is the same as the
setting for the numerical experiment for Algorithm 1.

The numerical test results can be found in Table 2 and Fig. 4 for rrb,fe = 2
(εrb = 0.16). We need 5 RB snapshots to reduce maxerror to be less than εrb = 0.16.
From the 8th row of table, we see that the mesh is refined for 5 times (including the
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Fig. 3. Adaptively refined meshes generated by Algorithm 2 for the test diffusion problem with
PD-RBM

Table 2
Convergence results of PD-RBM for test diffusion problem on an adaptive mesh with Algorithm

2 (rrb,fe = 2)

RB Dim 1 2 3 4 5
µ[1] 0 -1.9996 1.9936 -1.9970 -1.9976
µ[2] 0 1.9808 -1.9999 -1.0199 -0.2083

maxerror 3.7450 2.3489 0.6195 0.1696 0.0995
Nfe,p 351 9651 11148 21552 26249
Nfe,d 1582 47290 54643 106319 129600

skipped 0 90695 54872 57756 76380
refined 1 1 1 1 1

test error 0.0993

Fig. 4. Selection of RB points SN (left) and convergence history of RB maxerror (right) for
test diffusion problem on a adaptive mesh with PD-RBM and Algorithm 2 (rrb,fe = 2)

mesh generated for µ1). We show those meshes on Fig. 3. The latter meshes are the
refinements of previous ones. We can clearly see that refinements on different areas
of the domain due to the features of solutions corresponding to later µi ∈ SN .

On the rows 5 and 6 of Table 2, we list the number of FE DOFs for the primal
and dual problems. All the numbers are increasing due to mesh refinements. But
compared to Table 1, we can clearly see that number of DOFs used with adaptive
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mesh refinements is much smaller than a fixed mesh for a similar (even smaller) εrb.
Also, we find that for the adaptive mesh greedy algorithm, the algorithm of saturation
trick also saves a good amount of computation in the loop for all µ ∈ Ξtrain, see the
7th row of Table 2.

Fig. 5. Selection of RB points SN (left) and convergence history of RB maxerror (right) for
test diffusion problem on a adaptive mesh with PD-RBM and Algorithm 2 (rrb,fe = 1.1)

The numerical test results for εh = 0.08 and εrb = 0.88 (rrb,fe = 1.1) can be found
in Fig. 5. We need 6 RB snapshots to reduce maxerror to be less than εrb = 0.88.

7.6 A bi-adaptive greedy algorithm with a balanced mesh for the
whole RB parameter set In this greedy algorithm, under the situation that the
computational resource may be limited, we plan to do both the spatial and RB tol-
erance adaptivities and to generate a mesh which is balanced for the whole RB pa-
rameter set SN . It is clear that different parameters µ may require very different FE
meshes. In Fig. 6, we show three meshes and corresponding solutions with parameter
points (0, 0), (−2, 2), and (2,−2) generated by the PD-FE error estimator ηh until
the ηh ≤ 0.1 for the diffusion equation.

Fig. 6. Different adaptively refined meshes for different parameters for the test diffusion equa-
tion: the 1st column, µ = (0, 0), the 2nd column, µ = (−2, 2), the 3rd column, µ = (2,−2)

In practical computations, the computational resource is not unlimited. Suppose
the maximum number of DOFs that the FE solver can handle is Nfe,max. When an
adaptive mesh refinement method is used, we cannot use more DOFs than Nfe,max.
One naive method is that we just stop refining the mesh when Nfe,max is reached and
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treat it as a fixed mesh algorithm as Algorithm 1. This approach has a problem due
to that different parameters have their own optimal meshes. If the mesh with DOFs
≈ Nfe,max is optimal for µ1 = (2,−2) and no further mesh refinements can be done.
Then for parameters (−2, 2) or (−2,−2), the mesh is not good. Thus, we need an
adaptive mesh refinement algorithm which is balanced for the whole parameter set
SN = {µi}Ni=1 with a maximum number of DOFs Nfe,max.

It is important to recall that the underlying principle of adaptive mesh refinement
is the so-called ”equi-distribution” of the error, i.e., each element has a similar size of
the error. Note that we have the following PD-sum energy error relation:

N∑
i=1

|[](u(µi)− uh(µi), σ(µi)− σh(µi))[]|2µi
(7.36)

=

N∑
i=1

Jp(uh(µi);µi)− Jd(σh(µi);µi) =

N∑
i=1

ηh(uh, σh;µi)
2,

where µi ∈ SN . Thus, we define the PD-sum error indicator:

ηh,T (uh, σh;SN ) =

(
N∑
i=1

ηh,T (uh, σh;µi)
2

)1/2

.

The PD-sum error indicator can be used to drive the mesh refinement to minimize
the sum energy error (

∑N
i=1 |[](u(µi)− uh(µi), σ(µi)− σh(µi))[]|2µi

)1/2. With this error
indicator, the mesh it generates equally distributes the PD-sum energy error, thus it
is balanced for the reduction of sum energy error for the whole SN .

We explain the spatial and RB tolerance bi-adaptive greedy algorithm with a
balanced mesh for the whole SN under the condition that number of DOFs of the FE
mesh can not exceeds Nfe,max as follows.

On each loop of the greedy algorithm, we start from a FE mesh from the previous
iteration TN−1, which is already good for SN−1 and a FE tolerance εN−1

h . Now
adaptively compute FE solutions uh(µN ) and σh(µN ) with ηh,T (uh, σh;µN ) as the
FE error indicator, compute the best possible solutions ηh,T (uh, σh;µ) ≤ εN−1

h and
the number of FE DOFs ≤ Nfe,max. The best possible means that if Nfe,max is big
enough to ensure that ηh,T (uh, σh;µN ) ≤ εN−1

h , we will use an algorithm similar to
Algorithm 3 to generate a mesh TN (it is also possible that no refinement from TN−1

is needed); if Nfe,max is not big enough to ensure ηh,T (uh, σh;µN ) ≤ εN−1
h , we use

as many DOFs as we can to generate a new mesh with the number of FE DOFs
≤ Nfe,max.

Now we have two situations. If the Nfe,max is enough to ensure all RB snapshots
for µi ∈ SN can be computed with the previous level FE tolerance εN−1

h , we just need

to let εNh = εN−1
h and εNrb = εN−1

rb and add uh(µN ) and σh(µN ) to the corresponding
RB sets.

On the other hand, if the Nfe,max is not enough to ensure all RB snapshots for
µi ∈ SN can be computed with the previous level FE tolerance εN−1

h , we need to
regenerate a new mesh which is good for all SN . Starting from an initial mesh T0,
we adaptively compute FE solutions uh(µi) and σh(µi), i = 1, · · · , N , with the sum
error estimator ηh,T (uh, σh;SN ) as the FE error indicator, and compute best possible
solution with εN−1

h and Nfe,max. The final mesh is TN . Note that for each µi, the FE
problems are solved independently, thus, the number of DOFs of each individually
problem is still smaller than ≤ Nfe,max.
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Define the new FE and RB tolerances to be:

εNh = max{εN−1
h , η(uh, σh;µi), i = 1 : N} and εNrb := rrb,feε

N
h .

That is, εNh is the worst FE error of all µi ∈ SN on TN .
For the algorithm of saturation trick, the relation ηrb(u

N
rb, σ

N
rb;µ) ≤ ηrb(uN−1

rb , σN−1
rb ;µ)

is not always true since now the meshes TN and TN−1 are different. But as we dis-
cussed in [44], as long as the assumption that the error estimator is smaller if the RB
space is of a better quality is true, we can use the algorithm of saturation trick. After
all, we only need to find the almost worst candidate.

We list the detailed algorithm in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 A primal-dual exact energy error certified RB greedy algorithm with
bi-adaptivity and a balanced mesh for the RB parameter set SN (a bi-adaptivity
balanced greedy algorithm)

Input: Training set Ξtrain ⊂ D, initial FE accuracy tolerance ε0
h > 0, some

rrb,fe > 1, initial RB tolerance ε0
rb = rrb,feε

0
h, maximal RB dimension Nmax,

maximum number of FE DOFs Nfe,max, initial coarse mesh T0 (whose number
of DOFs ≤ Nfe,max), µ1, N = 1, flag enough = 1, flag refined = 0.

Output: N , εNh , εNrb, V
rb
N , Σrb

N , TN .

1: Starting from mesh TN−1, adaptively compute FE solutions uh(µN ) and σh(µN )
with ηh,T (uh, σh;µN ) as the FE error indicator, compute best possible solutions
ηh,T (uh, σh;µ) ≤ εN−1

h and the number of FE DOFs ≤ Nfe,max . The final mesh
is TN . Mark refined = 1 if the mesh is refined, otherwise refined = 0;
If Nfe,max is not enough to make ηh,T (uh, σh;µ) ≤ εN−1

h , enough = 0.
2: if enough = 1 then
3: εNh = εN−1

h , εNrb = rrb,feε
N
h .

4: If refined = 1, recompute uh(µi) and σh(µi), i = 1, · · · , N − 1 on the current
mesh TN .

5: Update V Nrb and ΣNrb.
6: else
7: Starting from mesh T0, adaptively compute FE solutions uh(µi) and σh(µi),

i = 1, · · · , N , with ηh,T (uh, σh;SN ) as the FE error indicator, compute best
possible solution with εN−1

h and Nfe,max. The final mesh is TN . refined= 0.
8: Update V Nrb and ΣNrb.
9: Update εNh = max{εN−1

h , η(uh, σh;µi), i = 1 : N} and εNrb = rrb,feε
N
h .

10: end if
11: Choose µN+1 = argmaxµ∈Ξtrain

ηrb(u
N
rb, σ

N
rb;µ).

12: If ηrb(u
N
rb, σ

N
rb;µN+1) > εNrb and N < Nmax, then set N = N + 1, goto 1. Other-

wise, terminate.

Remark 7.4. Instead of working on a big super-mesh for the whole SN , the other
possibility is to construct a common mesh (as in [67]) for any two parameters with
the PD-sum error estimator for two.

7.7 Numerical experiments for Algorithm 3 In this subsection, we test
PD-RBM for the test diffusion problem with Algorithm 3.
(Setting for the numerical experiment for Algorithm 3) Choose the initial
ε0
h = 0.05 and Nfe,max = 2×104. The rest is the same as the setting for the numerical

experiment for Algorithm 2.
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We first test the case rrb,fe = 2 (ε0
rb = 0.1). The numerical results can be found

in Table 3 and Fig. 7. We need 4 RB snapshots to balance the RB dimension, εrb,
and Nfe,max.

From the 10th row of table, we see that the Nfe,max was not enough in 3 occasions.
For a smaller RB dimension N , εNfe and εNrb are smaller, so we need more DOFs for
each µi to satisfy the error requirement, but since N is smaller, the situation that
different µi needs very different meshes is less severe. For a bigger RB dimension N ,
the situation is different, more µi in SN but a bigger FE tolerance εh. Thus it is a
dynamic balance of the dimension N and the FE and RB tolerances. We show the four
refined meshes corresponding to the first adaptive mesh and the other 3 non-enough
cases on Fig. 8. It is easy to see that the last two meshes are more balanced for all
the µi ∈ SN , which is quite similar to the combination of all three meshes depicted
in Fig. 6.

Fig. 7. Selection of RB points SN (left) and convergence history of RB maxerror (right) for
test diffusion problem with PD-RBM and Algorithm 3 (rrb,fe = 2)

Fig. 8. Four refined meshes generated by PD-RBM and Algorithm 3 for the test diffusion
equation (rrb,fe = 2)

The numerical test results can be found in Fig. 9 for rrb,fe = 1.1. We need 5 RB
snapshots to balance the RB dimension, εrb, and Nfe,max.

Remark 7.5 (Computational Cost). Algorithm 3 is only used in the extreme case
that the computational resource is not enough and Algorithm 2 is not applicable. If
the computational resource is enough, the else part of Algorithm 3 will not be evoked
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Table 3
Convergence results for PD-RBM with Algorithm 3 for test diffusion equation (rrb,fe = 2)

RB Dim 1 2 3 4
µ[1] 0.0000 -1.9996 1.9936 -1.9973
µ[2] 0.0000 1.9808 -1.9999 -1.0361
εh 0.0500 0.1242 0.1707 0.2003
εrb 0.1000 0.2484 0.3415 0.4006

maxerror 3.7357 2.3461 0.6537 0.2432
Nfe,p 814 3791 2675 3694
Nfe,d 3793 18398 12844 17821

skipped 0 90624 56967 67516
enough 1 0 0 0

test error 0.2424

Fig. 9. Selection of RB points SN (left) and convergence history of RB maxerror (right) for
test diffusion problem with PD-RBM and Algorithm 3 (rrb,fe = 1.1)

and it is simply the Algorithm 2.
Based on the same observation that an adaptive mesh is much cheaper than meth-

ods on a non-optimal mesh and the number of DOFs is under control, even though we
need to re-compute the solutions on the new mesh in each step, this is still worthwhile.

7.8 Remarks on numerical tests We can also use the relative energy RB
error in the algorithms.

Note that although we use quite different meshes and the algorithm of saturation
trick in the greedy algorithms, the selection of the set SN and their orders are identical
for all three algorithms. The algorithms of saturation trick also saves a large percent
of offline loop in µ ∈ Ξtrain for all three algorithms. The 10000 online random tests
for all algorithms also show that the RB tolerances are well selected (in the sense the
next RB selection will require more resources).

The algorithms defined here can be applied to other true-solution/true-residual
certificated RBMs, for example, RBM based on least-squares principles [30] with the
least-squares energy functional/norm/estimator as the new energy functional/norm/estimator.
For the standard RBM, it is also possible to apply the similar idea with different FE
error estimators.

8 Concluding Comments and Future Plans In this paper, with the para-
metric symmetric coercive elliptic equation as an example of a class of primal-dual
problems with the strong duality, we develop primal-dual reduced basis methods with
robust true error certification and adaptive balanced greedy algorithms.

Although we only discuss PD-RBM for the linear problem in the paper, we plan
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to apply the PD-RBM to other more challenging problems in the primal and dual
variational framework, such as variational inequalities and nonlinear problems. Also,
we plan to relax the requirements of primal-dual problems, for example, to use dis-
continuous approximations (see [25]), to relax the symmetric requirement (see [75]),
and others.

As mentioned in Section 6.5, for many other problems not fitted in the framework,
the reasonable choice is using the artificial minimization principle: the least-squares
principle [15, 74, 30]. It is an ongoing work apply the greedy algorithms and ideas
developed in this paper to construct the true residual certified least-squares RBM
for a wide range of linear and nonlinear problems where the standard RBMs have
difficulties, for example, transport equations [48, 47].

In this paper, we focus on the robust energy certification only, it is also very
important to develop robust certification for the quantity of interest with balanced
mesh adaptivities for both the PD-RBM and the related least-squares RBM. We plan
to work on this direction following two approaches, one is the approach based on
the adjoint problems [76] and the other one is adding the output functional into the
minimization functional [29].

Acknowledgments The author sincerely thanks the anonymous referees for the
helpful comments and valuable suggestions, which considerably improved the exposi-
tion of this work.
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